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4 Campus activism

Rush posters altered to imply rapes
By Melissa Ariarns
Staff Writer

RI GIIT OUT
TO YOUR NEAREST
REDNECK SEXIST
IOMOPHOB I C RAPIST
NAZI REPUBLICAN
THUG
•AND GIVE 1-M1
A KICK
IN THE
/7)
BALLS

One of the altered fraternity rush posters.

Residents and staff of Universtv of Maine's south earnpus found
their area blanketed Friday morning
with altered fraternity rush posters
encouraging rape, sexual harassment, homophobia and revenge.
Signed by a group :ailing themselves "WAR -Women Against
Rape," approximately 200 posters
portraying several UMaine fraternities encouraging rape and sexual
harassment as pan ofthriii usii week
activities were found and turned
into UMaine police.
According to Public Safety Investigator 3i11 Laughlin, the group
took down several different types of
rush posters, covered the part they
wanted toalter,photocopied the signs,
added their own text_ photocopied
the signs again, and then sometime
Thursday night, distributed them
around south campus. The case is
currently under investigation.
An altered Sigma Phi Epsilon
poster read:"Rush Sig FT. Interrnural Rape Champions for the last two
years."and advertised such rush week
activities as"Lasagna dinner and sex
harassment,"a"Post-rape harbeque.-

as well as swastikas drawn on the
windows of the Sig Ep house.
Oth?r group's posters included
Sigma Chi, Phi Kappa Sigma and
Delta Tau Delia.
Bill Lucy,dean of student organizations and activities,said the fraternities were "disappointed" with
the action. hut were moreconcerned
that people would think the fraternities themselves made the posters
IMIINNINIMMEMOMMENI

ness Committee, said the appearance of the pesters and the arrival of
Rape Awareness Week and Greek
Rush Week is no coincidence.
"It is my feeling when 1 look at
this it is probably a group who ha;
been affected by this crime in one
way or another,- she said.
While Cousins said Rape
Awareness Week can stir up the
feelings of people who ha‘..e been
ictimized and believes taking action in any form is important, she
said the timirlie-i this r-oject was
"I dr,n:4- see
"a little untaiTc.ole."
1 don't see it being helpful to
rape and sex assault awareness
sex
week," she said.
'To me it's not the roost useful
(aprmach)at this rimefor w1:tat
re
doing.
"I'm not opposed to radical approaches, (but) foi the most pan
Delta Tau member Kevin timing is a little unfavorable,"
CousGreene cairl "We _inct. hr.pe apt ins said.
nobody on campus thinks it's some
"i encourage people to take acsickjoke on our part.- he said.1can tion when they feel strongl
y about
sympathize with then feelings,their issues, (but) some approa
ches are
message might he right, but certain- more helpful than others,
- she said.
ly not their means."
Individuals with information
Sheri Cousins, director of the about the posters are encour
aged to
Peer Educators Group and chair of call Investigator Bill
Laughlin at
the Rape arid Sexual Assault Aware- 581-4048.

it
being helpful to
rape and
assault
awareness week."
—Sheri Cousins

•Town politics

Orono names Casciotti acting town manager

By Jill Berryman
Staff Writer

In a special Orono Town Council meeting held Friday afternoon,
Mary Casciotti was appointed to
serve as acting town manager until
a replacement is found for former
town manager Nancy On.
On stepped down last week
after coming to a mutual agreement with the council.

UMaine versus Kutztown
Saturday.(Keisow photo.)

Council Clerk Wanda Thomas
was originally considered for the
position of acting town manager.
Thomas has served in this capacity
in the past. but said she did not
wish to do so at this time. She
recommended Casciotti for the
position.
Casciotti is currently the administrative assistant for the town
of Orono. She has a Masters degree in public administration fiorn
Kent State University and 15 years
of local government experience.
The council voted unanimously to appoint Casciotti at the pay
rate of$630.34 per week.effective
Sept. 17,when she will return from
vacation. Thomas will retain the
position until that time.
The council also discussed the
town manager selection process.
Council member Lawrence Pixley
recommended hiring the Maine
Municipal Association to conduct
the search, as was done when On
was selected.
"The Maine Municipal Association did a commendable job on
the search. They did it quickly,
they did it reasonable and they
saved us an enormous amount of
time. I can think of no other reason

to go looking for headhunters or
anything of that son,- Pixley said.
Member John McDonough es
pressed concern about the cost of
hiring MMA and suggested it'night
be cheaper to conduct the search
themselves.
Terri Hutchinson,councilchair,
said during this interim,office staff
will he pressed and and will need
additional secretarial assistance
while the search is conducted
Council member Scott Thomas
said he liked the way the MMA
handled the last search, especially
in terms of confidentiality, an aspect he said is important.
Pixley said he would like to
have the opportunity to chose from
a broad range of candidates.
"A lot of it (the number of
applicants from last search) was
how much we were willing to pay
for it in terms of how broad the
search was.
"The Maine Municipal Association was working within our
parameters of how much we were
willing to spend," Pixley said.
Pixley said some of the
search's steps could be eliminated, since it would not he necessary for the MMA to meet with

Mary Casciotti, Orono's acting Town Manager.(Sampson

photo.)

the council to determine the needs
Hutchinson said she would disof the search. Pixley said he cuss the matter with the MMA and
doesn't think the needs have get back to the council before a
changed since the last search, a final decision is made.
year and a half ago. He suggested
The town spent $2,500 for the
putting a few more dollars into last search and Hutchinson estiadvertising and trying to come tip mates the same amount will be
with a larger candidate pool.
spent this time. She said the search
"Put a few more dollars into will probably take several months.
advertising and a few less dollars
Casciotti said she will apply for
into preparation for the search," the position as permanent town
Thomas said.
manager if asked to by the council
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British hold evening of music,
patriotism at Royal Albert Hall
LONDON(AP)— Thousands
of music lovers waving tinion lac
ks and throwing
paper streamers packed the Royal
Albert Hall on Saturday for the
Last
Night of the
Proms, the aanual outpouring
of British patriotism and sillines
s.
Some waited for days to get the
hest places at the concert. and a
few brought their own
batons to help conduct.
Yoang pecple in T-shirts and
baseball caps, some carrying stuf
fed animals, joined
promenaders in formal dress in
the standing-room area in fron
t
of
the
stage.
"Last Night is the fun time whe
n we can all let rip," said Roy
Edw
ards, who waited
outside with his wife Pat for the
finale of their 50th season of Pro
m-g
oing
.
Lump-in-the-throat patriotism
traditionally combines with unbr
idled zaniness at the
close of the annual 66-concert
series, with rousing choruses of
"Rule Irritannia" and
"Land of Hope and Glory."
Conductor Andrew Davis inte
rrepted Peter Maxwell Davies'
"An Orkney Wedding
with Sunrise" to offer an open
whisky bottle to a violinist, who
dow
ned two big gulps.
Dame Kin Te Kanawa
_....0,10
40 1f.
w Zealand soprano,appeared in
a star-spangled red, white
and blue gown to lead the si
g of "Rule Britannia." Unlike
Dame Gwyneth hones last
year, she appeared without hel
met, shield and trident
The Promenade Concerts, so
called because the audience orig
inally was free to walk
about during performances, wer
e founded in 1895 and have bee
n sponsored by the British
Broadcasting Corp. since 1927.

1

•Terrorism

Shining Path leader
caught by government
LIM A ,Peril(AP)— Akira:act r=u
zman,the Gamier
13 philosophy professor who
founded the Maoist Shining Path, was captured late Satu
rday, police said.
Guzman directed the Shining
Path for 12 years in its
viola ,it campaign against the gov
ernment.
A olice spokesman,speaking
anonymously,confirmed
the report.
The Shining Path followed the
tactics of China's Mao
Tse-tung, in conducting a pro
longed guerrilla campaign
starting in the countryside and
aiming to surround and
strangle Peru's coastal cities.
President Alberto Fujimori,
elected in 1990, closed
Congress and the judiciary and
set up military-backed oneman rule in April 1992, claimi
ng corruption was blocking
his efforts to fight the Shinin
g Path.
The government blames the
group for more than $22
billion dollars in economic
damage. More than 25,000
people have died in political
violence. Most of the victims
have been highland peasants
caught in the cross fire between security foreas and the
rebels.

•Russian-Korean relations

'Weft.

Russia to hand over flight recorder
from downed Korean jet
MOSCOW(AP)
transcript ot the "black box"flight recorder
from the Korean
Airlines jetliner downed in 1983 will be handed over to South
Korea, President Bor.
Yeltsin said.
Soviet fighter jets shot down the Boeing 747 off Sakhalin Isla
nd. killing all 269 Frapic
aboard, after it strayed inside Soviet airspace
Yeltsin's decision to hand over the flight recorder came day
s after he canceled a trip
to tla
Far East because of a territorial dispute with Tokyo. The mov
e could help Russia impr
ovt
relations with South Korea.
Black boxes record the conversations of pilots, and the
KAL recorder also coul
d help
resolve mysteries about the plane crew's action....
The airliner was on a flight from New York to Seoul
via Anchorage, Alaska. when
it wa,
shot down on Sept. 1, 1983.
Soviet officials initially kept silent about
the disaster, but later
responded to
international outcry by saying the jet was or.
a secret spy mission when it ente
red Soviet
airspace.
Leonid Brezhnev's Soviet government said it neve
r found the recorder ft4a nght
007. But
Western officials doubted the claim, and
the downing of the plane worsened
Soviet relation,
with South Korea and the United States.
Yeltsin said Thursday that Russia would
turn over "materials" about the
incident, hi;
didn't identify their
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•European Community

France still unclear on •Albania
I•Syrian-Lebanese rea
European Community
ltions
Albanian leader accused
Syrian troops might
PARIS(AP)—The battle ofpublic
opinion polls on of abusing
power
4 asFreitnchbegattian tude
s toward European unity ended
Saturday
withdraw from Lebanon
three weeks ago — totally inco
nclusive.

A ban on the surveys took effe
ct Saturday night, a
week before France's refere
ndum on the landmark treaty
to bind the 12 European Com
munity nations with common economic and defense
policies and a single currency.
The Sept. 20 vote is crucial
to the survival of the
Maastricht Treaty, named after
the Dutch town where it was
signed by the 12 EC leaders in
December. French rejection
would torpedo the accord,forc
ing governments to abandon
it or at least renegotiate.
Two final polls made public
Saturday — like other
previous surveys — showed a dea
d heat between those who
will vote "Yes" and those who
vow "No"
As in previous polls, the late
st surveys gave no margins
of error or breakdown of vote
rs who were undecided or
refused to answer.

TIRANA, Albania (AP)
— Former Commun
ist
President Ramiz Alia was
placed under house
arrest
Saturday on charges of abus
e of power, state
media
reported.
Albanian TV said Alia,
67. had been arrested
at his
daughter's home, where he
is living, and the
house was
surrounded by armed guards.
Eighteen other former Com
munist officials also
were in
custody,including Hoxha's
wife. Nexhmije,the
repo
rt said.
Alia became Communist
Party leader after
the 1955
death of dictator Enver Hox
ha, who led a Stal
inist regime
since 1944. Albania was one
of the Communist
world's
most reclusive nations unti
l December 1990,
whe
n the
Communists agreed to allow
other political parties.
Alia resigned April 3 after
his Socialist Part
y, the renamed Communists, was
voted out of power
in
March
elections.

5
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BE1R1IT, Lebanon (AP)—
President Elias Hrawt
met Saturday with
Syria's leader to discuss a possible
withdrawal of Syrian
troops from Lebanon's major
cities, media reports
said.
Hrawi flew to northern
Syria's port city of Latakia. Hafez
Assad's summer
residence.
The presidential
palace in Beirut declined to comment on
the discussions. But
the city's two leading dailies,the independent An-Nahar and
the leftist As-Safir, have said Syrian
redeployment topped the
agenda.
Syria has40,000tmo
psin Lebanon and is the main
poweibroker The troops were
sent in under a 1976 Arab 1.eague mandate
in response to the
1975-90 Lebanese civil war.
A peace accord
stipulated that Syrian troops should redeploy in east Leb
anon's Bekaa Valley two year after the
s
ratification of politica
l reforms that would share
power between Muslims and
Christians

*(1
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By Joe Sampson

ecorder from the Korean
Korea, President Boris
I. killing all 269 people
he canceled a trip to the
Id help Russia
improve
corder also could help
?e, Alaska. when it was
it later responded to
when it entered Soviet
rder fe4-: fight 007. But
rsened Soviet relations
about the incident, but
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Varner wants to bring mint wit
Staff Writer

vcorder
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Although Jim Varner was horn and raised
in urban New Jersey. he has been having a
love affair with Maine for 30 yeas.
Varner,born in Jersey City,became interested in Maine when he was still attending Princeton High. One of his track coaches was from
Maine and brought Vanier to sec- the Orono
campus. He has beer) coining hack ever since.
Varner,or J.V.:o friends, graduated from
the University of Maine in 1957 with degrees
M111111011111MIIIMIMM111111110111111,

44:
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him work toward these goals.
He began his commurety service when he
joined the Anti-Poverty Program in Plainfield.
NJ. This county-wide project helped with
programssuch as Head Start and a high-schoo:
dropout program, which was at one time the
largest employer of youths in Morris County
"I see this as a challenge; a solution to
A.nerica's problems," Varner said.
Vanier then worked on an ex-offenOci •
program, which provided munsuling and job
programsfor people being released from prison
-The rate is high, percentage wise, of in
111101111111t

"The cancer that is eating away at American society is
racism. We need to bring people together, and this is
one way ofdoing it."
--Jim Varner, new assistant director
of Minority Admissions
AisolliturairbawinsamsovagteralNvzsaillookyommaga
in chemist') and eduLation, and nov, returns careerees returning(to jail)." Varner said."Ofas assistant director of Minority Admissions. ten their families turn their backs..., and they
Varner said he sees higher education as a need someone."
means for minorities to escape the urban
These experiences helped Varner taiget
gridlock and poverty he knew as a youth.
his next goal — to help minorities get the
His father died when Varner was young education that would allow them to better
and the family was forced to accept welfare as themselves and their furore.
a means to survive. Varner said these experi"The problem for... poor and black Amerences helped shape his desire to help others ica is (finding) a way out of the suffering,"
escape that poverty and sense of despair so Varner said."Education is the way out."
prevalent in urban areas of the country.
Varner said he intends to help minority
Since g.r"-^"ng from ',Maine, Varner education du ough his new post. Recently he
has been involved in many programs helping visited Harlem and helped set up a church

toit).t :1.0-;?;_tor

of Ka nority

bourne Hall.(Sampson photo.)
club to monitor youths from the eighth grade
on and pull them toward the university,
"Last year the univei sity had only 39
black applicants, and my personal goal is to
reach 200 by next year." he said.
Varner also said though 1 Maine is predominantly a white college,opportunities are
good for minorines.
"Why not go where you can get a good
education T Varner said. "t'Maine is unique
because it is primarily a white university, hut

Adrnissiens, in front of Chad

what makes it special is the Maine people,
because they are so imtarnistied about what
they have read about Hacks,and take the time
to care about others."
Varnersaid he believes ifblacks and whites
have increased dialogue, the problems between them will decrease.
`The cancer that is eating away at A 111C-1ican society is racism," Varner said "W
need to bring people together, and this is one
way of doing it."

Student Ser_ate
Elections Are
*c•riciLing!
If your interested in representing any of the
following areas, pick up nomination papers in
the Student Government Office
on the third floor of The Union.

ns
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They must be completed and returned to the
Student Government Office by 3:30 pm
Thursday Sept. 17.
Any questions call 581-1775.
Androscoggin
Kennebec
Stodder
Penobscot
Gannett
Oxford
Somerset
Ballentine/C,olvin/Estabrooke
Approximately 25 off-campus seats*

Aroostook
York
York Village
Hart
Cumberland
DTAV
Knox
Hancock

candidates 'or President and Vice-President of
Residents On Campus (R.O.C.)
Wliose Eligible? If you live on campus you are.

This is a great opportunity to have a say in what events happen
on campus. The job entails approximately

If you're interested, pick

12 hours, week.

up nomination papers in the Student

Government Office on the third floor of the Union. Remember,
these nomination papers must be completed and returned to the
Student Government Office by 3:30 pm Thursday Sept. 17.

If you have any questions stop by the Student Government
*(The exact number of off-campus seats has yet to be determined.)

office or call 581-1775.
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Sex _Matters
pus. Often, the crime goes unreported.

Many experts believe the incidence of
rape is at crisis levels on campuses across
the country.
Often the worst problem is inside ourselves—our attitudes and mistaken be
;leis.
For instance. many think the typical
rapist is a stranger who leaps out from
behind a hush at night. In fact. studies
hao e revealed he is more likely to he an
acquaintance yea may have met in class,
at a party. or out on .
i.'our first date. four

By Dr. Sandra Caron
pia
,
:
women
are
oppressed by their ft-7.we question the victim's intent and find
ways to blame the victim and hold them
responsible, rather than the perpetramr7
Until we begin to see and educate our-

selves that rape is an act of violence, rather
than a sexual act or form of seduction. it will
Lie difficult to change.
For example• we knovs men are also
raped by other im.r, in our society.. But hov.
many of us. when hearing about this, automatically ask the following about the victim: 'What u as the guy wearing'"Why
didn't the guy protest more oi fight back?"
out of five rapes ins olve people vino "Was the victim intoxicated'
knors each "her.
Tnis_ of course would he ludicrous. but
Just imagine for a mon)t-nt the following appeared in our local newspaper: *Orono police report that a woman was raped
Last night at a parry on Main Sr.."

In honor of Rape Awarrnms Week.I'd
'i.e to focus this ....mi.s k-oiumr. ufl
ilc college years are a time of new
beginnings—a time of change and discovery . Many students decide the course of
iii lives here and hecome
'nfortunately one reality many face is crime and

physical violence.
Women are especially at risk In fact. the
college 'ear'. are the greatest period of risk
for rape A number of studies have found

that one in four college women have been
CON'mak- liscr...ittf..4.

Rape is an in isible crime on cam-

The 23rd Annual

Family & Friends Weekend
Families and friend of the Lnivtsit of Maine can choose from a
wide variety of programs ;minding:
• Organizational Fair on the mall
• President's welcome and 1 'Maine football game with Nordsesearro
• Maine Center for the Arts performance of "Hommage A Dal
anchine" feat tiring the New Nork City Ballet
• Roger Clapp Greenhowses & other open homes around campus
• the Hudson Museum's 'Remnants of our Lives: Maine Women
and Traditional Textile Arts"
• Antiques, Collect-R.4es, & (2 raft Market ht the Field House
- "Acadian Hard Times,"'A Taste of Color," and "It Works' by
the Museum of Art
•Special opening dedication of the Nix Farm & Home Museum
• I Maine vs UMass tennis match Et CMaine vs Rhode Island
women's soccer game
• Imagination Through Hopriosim in Hauck Auditorium
• Lobster feast and picnic barbecue sponsored litn' ResLife
• Movie featuring "MI Cousin N inny"
• Athletic int-mentos & Tiemtwabilia pars4 & present, aquaculture at
I'Maine, & pulp & per making deinorearations and displays
• Planetarium show 'Life Beyond Earth- Dr. Jim Wand. Hypnotist. "A Journey Beyond Imagination"
• Hirundo Wildlife Refuge, Leonard's Mills, and Ornamental
Gardens tours
• Public skating and swimming
For specific &tails about the programs. contact Student

Activities & Organizations, Memorial Union 581-1793.

Plan to be part of a special UMaine tradition
you'll long remember.

VD.

our awareness about how damaging sucti
attitudes can he--and how changing

attitudes can create a better world fot all of
Feticatf. yourself: att.'nd one of this
week's programs.cheek out one ofthe many
good books on rape from the library. de &
class project on rape.
Get involved: Become a member of the
university rape.isexual assault conunine
Nolunteer in the cominuniiy for Rape R.
sponse Services.
For men.join Men Stopping Rap T

"A culture which allows rape
culture based on oppression."
--Dr. Sandia Caroi.

Vs'hat que qions or thoughts immediately some to mind? 1..'nforturiately. for many
people. questions are likely include the
following: "What was she doing at the
parry7"-Wasshe drinking or drunk"-What
Was she wearing?" Was she 'asking for it'
by her dress or behavior""Why didn't she
fight hack or protest'''.
This line of questioning promotes the
idea that women are somehow responsible ir pcovides a clez: example of how w hen
for the violence that happens to them. Too women are raped by men, it is sor.lehow. a
feu ask: -What was this man thinking?!" sexual act that the victim has some respon"Why didn't someon, intervene"
sibility for, hut w.hen a man is raped hy.
Instead, too many people, uneducated another man. it is perceived as an act of
about rape. find fault with the victim.
It is important to recognin that in our
society, rape is often viewed differently
than other crimes. In how mans crimes do

being e victim.
I hope this week's activities help ra,,

%-iolence
Rant' hlITT5 21!
hum- which
allows rape is a culture based on oppression.
Men are trapped by the roles they are told to

getber, we can work to change attituo:
about rape
Dr. Sandra L Caron is an A.
,.
Professor ofFamily Relations in the Soa.,
of Human Development. She teaches CHI:
351, Human Sexuality. Questions _for Dr.
Caron shotikl he sent directly to The Mcj.ne
Campus. Lord Hall.

[fliv MdII1A Camp,
I

1 REPRINTS
8x1
5x7
4x5
Buy reprints of photos
which have appeared in
The Maine Campus.
Call 581-3059 for details.

ember 14, 1992
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•Campus radio

WMEB to be broadcast 24 hours a day
v Chanes Allen
Volunteer %%inter

Magazine." the program lesembies iaLlio
version of"MTV Isli_ws."
Erv Dehmlow, WMEB station manager.
A new WMEB entered the airwaves last has several more ideas on the drawing braid.
ek.
Dehmlow said he wants to use the station to
For the first time in many years.*NEB. broadcast popolar campus lectures. so moir
the University of Maine student-run radio students will be able to benefit from them
station, will be broadcasting 24 hours a day.
In hie spring. Dehmlow plans to offer
Along with the move to continuous pro- Sunday morning cliildren's show.
gramming. the station is also offering a
"It is our [WMEB's] responsibility to
wider range oi .nusic. The main format will offer programming for both traditional and
be alternative, though jazz. reggae, blues. non-traditional students," Dehmlow said.
'I see the mission of WMEB is to open
rn••!2:1, rap anti rolk sounds are also offered.
The station now offers two major news people's ears to new musk," Mike Murphy
pmgr?ins daily. at 1 p.m. and at 5 p.m. compute, center operztor and DJ on "The
WMEB currently offers two talk shows. A Blues Bus." said.
In the past WMEB has suffered from a
political talk sliow, -Break on Threugh with
Kent and Ber.." ti)sted by UM2ine students poor image on campus. Many student,
Kent Forbes and Ben Carr, airs Tuesday either didn't know the campus had a radio
station or felt the programming was so poor
nights from 9 to 10 p.m.
"The show is riveting to say the least," it was not warth listening to.
McKinney said the management of
WMEB Program Di rector Ryan McKin,%ege
C 3llegz taio vanon .-nris to cl
ney saiti.
Back after a year off the air is Ethan The -fresh blood," he said, -is going tki
Strimling's interview show. which follows make us [WMEB] a more viable forcr on
much the same format as "Tne Larry King campus this year."
This year is the station's thirtieth anniShow." The first half of the show is an
which McKinneN said he sees as a
versar.
Soimateriew secnyiii,and in the second
point
in the station's life.
Several
turning
ling takes questions from callers.
said he has been pleased ilith
McKinney
guests have already been lined up.including
trernendicpus
interest in the station. A
UMaine President Fred Hutchinson. The the
show will air Wednesdays at ti P.m.. starting recent informational meeting overflowed with
people interested in workinv at the station
the end of Seotembez.
Dehmlow and McKinney say they enOn Wednesdays at 9 P.m.. the station
offers its fast nationally syndicated pro- courage anyone who wants to become ingram,"Spin Radio.- Developed by "Spin volved with the station.

In the stuciic) with End DenrnIOW (sitting). WMEB stat
McKinoi.%,.., program director (V/ickenheiser photo)

acter

John Humphrey—Where are
You? Please call The Maine
Campus immediately.

Do you want to get

•Award

Maine Campus receives
'AU American' rating
the "paper is strong on the rerie
Alne Campics has rm.eivec a rann,,
of"All American-from the National Scholas- porting of breaking news and sports" and
tv p,
csociaticsilAKsoLiated College Press. has "good coverage of both on-and offThis rating is the highest available from campus news."
"Excellent depth on presidential search,
the association.
Competition was against other college budget problems, and aclininistratiie musiwspapers which publish two to three times cal chairs... Yours is a paper of solid news
reporting." Zurek said.
a week from all around the country.
The in-depth evaluation also gave rec.of
last
issues
Dr. Jerri Zure.k evaluated
for areas of improvement.
cmrnendations
categories.
year's MarneCaripacs in five
writing
and
including coverage and omterit
editing. photography. art and graphics. layCAN YOU MANAGE I
out and design. and leadership.
ON AN EXTRA
The judge awarded 3.680 of a possible
$2,500?
4,150 points, "very good- or "superior" in
each category, and "Marks of Distinction"
Practical experience for
in four of the five categories.
Business Marketing Majors:
Zurek cited "excellenr coverage- of lag
Manage crodk card promotions
year's presidential search,"excellent news
on campus for a Naitonal
writing." a "clear. well-presented" layout,
Marketing Firm.Hours
and said the Campus is a "strong watchdog
Earn up to $2,500term.
for students.CAU.1-800-950-S4'2.Er._

&1100L
THOMAS8CHOOL

DINO,

86 Central Street Bangor 945-3457

Well, here's your chance!
The Ca(r—
vas icaricing or yoluiriBei writer. VoitorTiow1ttWI4 b;CS

pOTS-011

who wants to begin writing tor The Ca7-4xt5 to tor the exprf.rienoed oeriter who cannot
miner* to a ha stiff position.
1.-10fes toropol* txoth imtpritp4; arc %errtraft; r-rrs and also
Wrting or ti* t•laPs' 4.
Wads ersierierim waiting tor print rrAiltia Other beneftt twirl 'writing inciude
tnient arid c.arrIpar, news bet-we al; of y",,os friends,
knowing aboirt ticart
meeting peooie, getting inw*F-ed in campus activlties, at having RIAU
After pubtrshing three Arnim,a votfrinteer. writer has the option to become a start
vieltrv and get paid for thei- hard wat! The voltartleir coorlinator wihe4p e,crt anti
.*.rorrk wit'

rttlixs toward publisttrig swIr
Nit**

ballet • ballroom • tap • jazz
age 3 to adult - all levels
register now for fall classes
present this ad for 10% discount

If you are interested in starting your career as a reporter,
come to the volunteer meeting Monday at 5:00 P.M. in the
basement of Lord Hall or contact Bonnie Satterfield,
Volunteer Cuurclinator at extension 1-3061. And remember
No experience is necessary.
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..enturiv s most powerful storm hits Hawaii
LIHLTE, Hawaii(AP) - Hurricane iniki
mowed over Kauai with 160 mph gusts that
severely damaged buildings and left the island's 50,000 residents in shelters or darkened homes. It was the most powerful storm
to hit Hawaii this century.
The humcane hit the island head-on Friday night, and power and telephone service
were knocked out before the worst of the
„aarre arrived. There weir no inuneedate reports of serious injuries, a civil defense official said.
Information on damage was sketchy, sent
s la radio to officials in Honolulu.
Officials ir, Lihue reported that damage
was "just mind-boggling,and aa far as the eye
can see," State Civil Defense spokeswoman

Barbara Ilendrie said in Honolulu.
Lihue Airport remained open. and officials were arranging for relief flights, said
Roy C. Price, vice director of state Civil
Defense.
The Coast X ivard was investigating more
thaa 50reports of vessels in disa-ess in Hav.ai
Ian waters, including a trawler that was repoded overturned()tithe east coast of Hawaii.
the state's southernmost island It wasn't
known ho'.'. many were aboard the ship
Oahu. where Honolulu and Pearl Harbor
are located. is separated f!orn Kauai h an 80inik-wide channel and was spared the brunt
of the storm. Even so, the island's 800,000
residents took cover against fierce wind and
large waves that washed over famed Waikiki

Beach and flooded some hotels
The hurricane's fiercest winds cove,ad
of Kauai, the National Weather Service said.
The island is roughly circular and 30 miles
3Cre`
'Them has been severe structural damage to
many buildings.'• Price said. "Roofs have been
blown off and windows have been blown in"
Price said Wilcox Hospital,the biggest on
Kauai. and the Kauai mayor's office Mihail)
reported no serious injuries. "If that's in fact
true. that's just remarkable." he said.
Waves topping 20feet crashed over coastrihighways as the storm approached.Torrential rain fell on Kauai and Niihau. an island 25
miles to the west that is populated by about
300 native Ha.waiians.

It was the most powerful hunk-nap !!-, the
Hawaiian islands this century,said BoS Sheers,
rector of the National Hurricane Center in
('oral Gables, Fla. He said lniki was about as
strong as de .- -astating Hurricane Aadiev,,
which roared through the Bahamas, snuth
Ronda and Louisiana last month
lniki had sustained wind to 130 mph arid
gusts to 160 mph as it passed over Kauai,the
weather service said. That was down from
145 mph sustained wind and 175 mph g-usts
earlier Friday.
The eye of the hurricane passed over the
lightly populated western part of Kauai. where
there are many sugar cane plantations. said
Andy Chun. lead forecaster at the weather
service in Honolulu_

It's-al3i)hard to believe
that you get free software when
you buy FiP 48 calCulatQrs.

There's a lot more than a great
calculator waiting for you wheri
you ptirchase an HP48SX or an
HP488 between June 1,1992,
and October 31,1992. You'll get

a bonus book that's good for free
software,a free PC link cable
arid hundreds of dollars back
on applications- like electrical
and mechanical engineeringmemory cards,training tools,
games.and HP'S infrared printer.
It's a really big offer. Worth more
than $500. And it's going to
make your HP48 calculator even
more valuable to you.The free
serial cable lets you exchange
information with your PC. And
the free software disk lets you
enter and plot equations easily
do 3D plotting,and analyze
polynomials.

Beyond all the bonuses,you'll
have the right calculator for
your most challenging classes.
HP 48 calculators have over
2100 built-in functions and
offer a unique combination of
graphics and calculus.
Head over to the campus bookstore now After all, you don't
see this kind of deal every day
HP calculators. The best for
your success.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

ber 14, 1992
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Class of'96 to share common book

11 hiuricne in the
ye said Bob Sheets,
irricane Center in
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By Margaret Rogers
vo!untee- Writer

c passed over the
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er at the weather

"Next year we could study sociology or
it could be a classic literary novel. We are
open for suggestions," Kail said.
Art majors and electrical engineering
"I think it's interesting that they chose a
majors may finally be able to share in an
paleontology book, tying together both
academic interest
.t-A,rtd) Jordan, a firstEng16.1114•C
year ENG 101 student, said.
The University of Maine is introducing
Jordan's clas- will start reading the book
its first class book. Beginning vy ith tne
class of 1996, every student who takes 1•11111111M11=2Aliginiiiiiill Later in the semester
According to a Faculty Senate Minutes
English 101 will be required to reao a
memo,nominations for the class book given
common book.
"We would like to create a
"We would like to create a shared inter
by faculty. staff, and students will be considered in January. The selection procs will
shared intellectual texritory
lectual territory among faculty and students.
be completed by April of that year.
Harvey Kai', English department chair said.
among faculty and ,tudents."
MI nominations must include 3 copy of
This year's book, Hen's Teeth and
—Harvey Kail, English
the book and a one-page statement of faHorse 's Toes: Reflections in Neseara: Hisdepartment &air
vorable arguments for its use. The committon', by Stephen Jay Gould, is about paletee will select the book based on its intelontology and can be found at the bookstore
lectual content and cultural interest, as well
and on reserve at the library, Kali said.
Each year, a diffei-eat nook will be se- as its ability to appeal to a diverse univer"It is well written scientific information
that we found would be intellectnally stim- lected by the Acneietrac Affairs Corruninee sity community.
"In four ran., we'd !ike to see what
ulating to a broad range of people," he said. and the director of College Composition,
happened thole:uglily evaluating the situaGould,a geology professor at Harvard Uni- Kail said.
Although this year's class book is about tion. including asking the students how they
versity, will be visiting UMaine this spring to
it sets no precedent on next year's think they've benefitted from sharing a class
science,
said.
project,
Kail
help Fornoie the class nook.
book," Kail said.
subject.
interdisciplinary
"He(Gould)is truly an
writer and an incredible teacher," Dr Pat
Burnes. director of College Composition
and ENG 11)1 instructor, said.
"1 hope the students gain a deeper understanding of science. Our culture makes it
s,ieha mystery. Gould takes the mystery out
of it and gives the students back their confidence to leare"

Camptri Crusade for Christ
f„. 4 1„,

itUtiLliUn WI WC

Tv UI 1U.

Shuttle leaves
with varied arw
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
Endeavour ioared into orbit Saturday with a
slew of animals and a history-making crew:
first married couple in space, first black
woman in space and first Japanese to fly on
U.S spaceship.
"1 gotta tell ya. this is a great way to
commute to weirk," astronaut Jay Apt gushed
two hours into the flight
Vice President Dan Quayle, head of the
National Space Cooncil, was among sore
15,030 visitors at Kennedy Space Center
who witnessed NASA's 50th shuttle launch.
He was accompanied by his wife. Marilyn,
and two of his children. Benjamin and
Corinne.
"On behalf of the president and all
Americans, we just wish you and your crew
good !tick and Godspeed," Quayle told the
astron-ets ri-anutes before liftoff."We know
it's going to be great."
"We very much Alt-crate your support," replied shuidellrnmander Robert
'Hoot" Gibson.
Endeavour rose from its seaside pad at
10:23 a.m. The shuttle left a crooked, white
n ail of vapor as it arced over the.slary:Ocean and headed up along the East Coas:
on its way to space.
Packed securely in the shuttle were two
fish, four frogs, 180 hornets,7,600 flies and
30 fertilized chicken eggs, the prime subetc of the laboratory research mission.

Come to the

Sprint
Booth
for the most
ExciTIN(3,
offer
on Campus
September 17
gam — 5pri
Free Minutes Et Gift 'When
Select Sprint

Sprint®
Not just another phone company.
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• Pro-democracy parties winning Thailand elections
• iodge appoints panel to investigate Ciskei killings
OINIEWebegarnkfdaidliMEMIMMAIIIMEIMIMIgNinr".MMIMIFIN11.0

•Thailand

•South Africa

Thailand elections dose Panel tO 111%
BANGKOK, Thailand AP)
Pro- wounded hundreds of others in the streets
democracy parties that want the military of Bangkok.
The bloodshed shocked Thais, and
to stay out of politics appeared headed for
further
protests forced the resignation of
a narrow victory in Sunday's parhamenPrime
Minister Suchinda Kraprayoon, a
taly elections, the first since a bloody
former army chief appointed despite poparailitary ceackdeven ea May.
The low parties pledged to form a ular opposition.
An interim pnrne minister, Arland Pancoalition government ifthey won the vote,
varachun,
a former diplomat and
which was seen as a crucial test for a .busidemocracy that has weathered military nessman. was named by the constitutioncoups and hooted suppressions of ponular al monarch, King Bhurnibol Adulyadej,
and in three months he has taken major
uprisings.
steps
to slaah the militara's power.
Nearly 32 million people w ere eligible
'There
are still some festering wounds
to cast halts, but tuitiout figto es were
(in
Tnai
soden.
)so it'sour duty to continnot immediately available As usual in
wounds," Anand, whose
ue
healing
those
Thai elections, there were reports of vote
ended
Sunday,
term
said after casting his
fraud.
vote.
"Your
decision
today wall decide
Official results were expected
)
FRI! julute
Projections based on exit earlMond.polls
a'nited States cut off ;one militiv Television Channel 9 showed the proeconomic aid to Thailand to
tary
and
democracy parties would win 185, or 51
protest
a
February
1991 coup led by Suchpercent,ofthe 360contested parliamentaincia.
Thai
military
leaders have quoted
ry' seats. Television Channel 7 projected
U.S.
officials
as
saying
Washington would
that the parties would win 190 seats.
resume
aid
after
Sunday's
election
The greztest influence on the elections
The
election
pitted
political
parties
was the so-called "Four Bloody Days' in
that
supported
the
demonstrators
against
May, when military forces killed more
than 40 pro-democracy demonstrators and those that had backed Suchinda.

If you've moved...
Have you notified the
Registrar's Office of your
change of address? If not,
stop by Wingate Hall
or
call us at 581-1317
or 1310.
Office of the Registrar

By Tom Coher
Associated Press Writer
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa(AP)
— A judge leading a panei investigating
violence in South Africa said Saturday he
will look inn; last week's killiags in oar
Ciskei black homeland — one of the ANC's
demands for restarting talks with tat white
government.
But other African National Congress
dertaeris still could derail plans for a
summit between the black opposition
poop and ?reorient F.W. de Kierk's
government to discuss chronic violence
in black townships.
Such a meeting would be the first formal talks between the sides since i une,
when the ANC bloke off negotiations on
power-sharing to protest violence in black
townships.
Last Monday soldiers in Ciskei, a nominally independent black homeland 360 miles
south of Johannesburg. shot to death 25
ANC supporters during a march against the
Ciskei government.
lhe AM; blamed South Atnca's government for the killings hut indr aaed 11 might vice

de )(J' jjj tof sunzt ‘iicricr.
The ANC demanded an investigation of
the shootings by Justice Richatd Goldstone's
government-appointed panel, which the
group considers impartial.
Goldstone, whose panel has in vesagated
township violence,said his group would stath
the causes of the Ciskei shootings and suggest ways to avoid a repeat. He also said
special investigative teams set up ba the
panel would deploy throughout South Africa
to monitor violence.
Previous reports by Goldstone's panel
have hated ceareel causes of violence, including apartheid s legacy and a power straggle between the ANC and the Zulu-dominated Inkatha Freedom Party.
But it says no evidence has been submitkt:‘,
,
1 Li:port ANC claims that police instigate violence to deatabilize the black opnosition movement.
The Ciskei soldiers also wounded almost 200 when they opened fire on the
apparently unarmed marchers. Ciskei leader Brig. Gen. Oupa Caciozo (pronounced
OH-pa COR-sa)said the ANC provoked the
attack by leaving a march route set by a
Ciskei judge and by shooting at soldiers.

And,aNd,anD
WERE LOOKING FOR A
FEW GOOD ESCORTS
Would you like to:
• Meet new people?
• Do your part tc make the campus safer?
• Wbrk with a friend as your teammate?
Sunday through Thursday from 7p.m. -12:I5a.m., you can
call Late Night Company at x1760 to be escorted from anywhere on campus to anywhere on campus.
In order to offer this service, Late Night Company needs
your help!
Because of the beeper system used, escort teams of 2 females or 1 male and I female can visit friends, study at the library or go anywhere on campus while on duty. You can also
pick the days and times you want to work.

If you are interested in volunteering as an
escort, stop in the
ROC office, 3rd floor Memorial Union, or
call x1760 Or x1761.

••
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arts festival joins

SALZBURG,Austria(AP)— The beautiful, smug city that gave the world Mozart,
Herbert von Karajan and Julie Andrews cavorting to "The Sound of Music" has finah
ly collided with the disconcerting realities of
the late 20th century
Three years after von Karajan's death, a
new triumvirate controls his imperium, the
Salzburg summer arts festival — a six-week,
547 million cultural extravaganza that offers
probably the best opera,finest corteerts, gheat tieket prices ',a $350 top) and most tuxedos and long gowns per audience of any
cultural institution in the world. This year's
festival ended Aug. 30.
Artistic director Gerard Mortier, 49. a
Belgian arts administrator who previously
made his mark at Frankfurt's restored opera,
in Hamburg. Pans and Brussels, was at the
center of the effort to introduce more 20thcentury music revive the original focus on
..lrarna and to !trios! i-ew yourigef nacts.
-A new repertoire, new directors anti
fall houses — that's our aim," Monier said
of his controversial effort at reform, which
drew bener-than-expected audiences.
"The public is not so old-fashioned as
' Monier added
certain organs of the press,'
in a characteristic swipe at Austrian and
German critics who regard themselves as
hallowed keepers of the definition of what
is, or is not, Art. One major attack by critics
was that the Los Angeles Philharmonic instead of tie Vienna P`"Lareritinic was the
festival's orchastra in residence.
Mortier and his reforms drew the ire of
everybody from Italian conductor Riccardo
Muti, who backed out ofa new production of
Mozart's "La (I'lemenza di Tito" just 10
days before its premiere, to Salzburg shopkeepers, hoteliers and restaurateurs who
blamed a drop in business on the changed
festival program and resulting cancellations
by rich Germans,traditional summer guests.
Supporters of the change argue that, in
the 1990s,it is no longer realistic to expect a
great conductor in the tradition ofSalzburg's
maestros — von Karajan. Otto Klerriperer,
Arturo Toscanini. Bruno Walter or Karl
Boehm — to mastermind everything from
sets to production to the smallest nuance of

orchestral performance.
"The reform of this festival was urgent.
ly needed," said Werner Thuswahiner,chief
arts critic of the local Saizburgei Nachrichten,one of Austria's most respected dailies.
"If they had waited a few more years, it
would perhaps have been impossible to effect any change."
Some critics had trouble accepting relatively unknown works such as Czech composer Leos Janacek's opera "From the House of
the Dead"(based on Russian novelist Feodor
Dostoevski's notes from labor camp) or the
first German-language prodoetion of the 90year-old Polish rat'ora drama "‘'eseie''The
Wedding) by film director Andrzej Waida.
Items such as the unexpectedly successdrama, Shakespeare's "Julius
nil
Caesar" by German director Peter Stein and
the new "Tito" production clearly were
intended to striae political themes relating
to the difficulty of building new structures
after ending dictatorship.
Those contemporary themes were however, too submerged to pierce the refined
well-being of the round of dinners, cocktails, gallery openings and chitchat accompanying each Salzburg event.
"This place is in transition," noted
American director Peter Sellars, 34, summoned by his friend Monier to direct perhaps the most heralded event of the festival,
second-ever staging of Olivier Messiaen's 19E3 opera "ct.Fr.^-is of Assisi"It
drew both boos and bravos.
Not even a bold spirit like Sellars wants
to change everything. Almost anyone who
works in Salzburg or has enough money to
savor its cultural offerings praises the sense
that no expense or effort is spared on casting, costumes, set and venues.
"I'm working with the best in the world,"
said Selho-s."We're at the leading edge.and
that's exciting."
Joseph P. Troy, a Los Angeles lawyer
and opera lover who has been a loyal Salzburg patron for years and is president of the
select band of American Friends of the Salzburg Festival, noted that for budgets and
technical facilities,the organizers "just don't
have any competition.

loth rentury

"We would give OW eyeteeth for budgets like that," said Troy, on the board of
Los Aiigeles Opera for 22 years
Just under half the landaet is supposed to
come from ticket sales. This year, some
traditional patrons-- those who give generously to the festival in order to have choice
seats — are said to have stayed away,opposing or at best waiting out Mortier.
However, Monier and fellow directors
Hans Landesmann and Heinrich Wiesmueller said ticket sales were better than expected for some controversial productions like
the Jar.acek opera.
The Austrian federal government, the
province and city of Salzburg contributed
almost $10 million. Sale of television fights
brought another $8
Only $2 million comes annually from
three corporate sponsors. reflecting the general practice in Europe, where commerce
has played a far less important role funding the arts than in the United States.
The relationship between festival and
community has been rough since Mortier
arrived in this bastion of conservative wellbeing.
Salzburg businesses, heavily dependent
on tourism, blamed the Belgian for a 4 percent fall in overnight stays, empty seats in
restaurants and a drop in the dollars. marks,
lire and yen flooding into local boutiques.
"I play for art, not for the local gactrnn-

omy," Monier retorteci. "There is a recession throughout the world, and it's ridiculous to try and connect it with the festival. If
there's one thing that works in Salzburg,it's
the festival."
Recordieg companies plaster their logos
and pictures of their particular classical stars
on buses and taxis and in every shop window dui Oig the festival_ These sugary images we,e inually the only offstage glimpse
'most got of the visiting Artists. Many of the
divas and maestros who once thronged luxurious Salzburg hotels now prefer seciedeal
villa- io the baautiful. manicured Alpine
landscape all around.
Monier hopes Salzburg, at the heart of
Europe, will once again become a meeting
place for artistsfrom north,south,east and west.
In 1993, Monteverdi's 17th century Italy will meet 20th century Hungary as
focal points of the musical program. While
traditional favorites such as Moaart or
'Oossini get ample hearing at the opera, the
late Italian composer Luiei Nono also will
be featured. Hungiu ians Gyorgy Ligeti and
Gyorgy Kurtag will Ix composers-in -residence.
The slick, determined Mortier insists
he will caery this program of change into
1994, halfway through his six-year contract and the point at which Austria's fickle cultural establishment will decide
whether to keep him on.

SUGARLOAralUSA
Season Pass for College Students

$250
Purchase Prior to Oct 1

Athletic Ticket Office
Alfond Arena
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1 •Texas student involved in fight, shoots six
not profitable
I • National newspaper widely read but

•Shooting
a

hoots
s
school student shoot

Fri

Helen Smith. Neither was identified.
Two of the wounded students were reported in serious condition and four in satisAMARILLO,Texas(AP)— A 17-year- factory condition, a spokeman for Northold opened fire in a high school hallway west Hospital said. The trampled student
Friday as fellow students were returning was treated and released.
School officials said the students were
from a pep rally, wounding six, authorities
to classes from the pep rally when
the
returning
in
said. One other student was trampled
erupted Friday morning.School
violence
the
panic.
new
in
remained session for the day but several
Witnesses said the student, who was
to Palo Duro High School pulled a guii after hundred students went home early,said John
Williams, of the Amarillo Independent
he and another student got into a fight.
The teen-ager believed to be the shooter School District.
Some students said the shooting was
and a second student found with a gun were
. ,:s,
gang-related,b,ut Williams dismissed that as
taken into custod.
annamp....
By Chip Brown
Associated Press Writer
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shot ;nto Dehnond's arm and I saw the
speculation. Police declined to comment.
"It as a gang thing," said one Palo
She said the gunman ran through the
Durojunior who refused to give his name.
firing shots to clear his way
"Me and my boys was looking for hallway
"I don't think he meant to shoot anyone
him to fight. When we found him, my
Ile was just trying to get out there."
else.
ducked
He
face.
the
in
friend punched him
18, was in serious condition
Carruthers,
started
and
gun
a
down and came up with
bullet wounds to the chest,
er
.22-calib
with
,iring."
leg,
said Northwest Hospital
and
shoulder
stuwounded
Heather Fisher. a friend of
Stewart.
Dalton
spokesman
watched
dent Dclmond Carruthers said she
student, Donyel Auswounded
Another
face,
Carruthers punch the gunman in the
serious
in
also
condition. Four
was
15,
tin,
a
then saw the gunman hunch over, pull out
satisfactory
in
condition.
were
others
gun and fire a shot at Carruthers.
A 16-year-c,:d girl ..vho was tampit-,1
"I said it was a cap gun and to hit him
again," she said. "Then he fired another was treated and released.

•ELonomics

USA Today turns ten; still not making any money
ARLINGTON, Va.(AP)— USA 1 oday
will be 10 years old on Tuesday, and its
backers and its critics agree it has helped
change the face of Americ—t. j^urn-lisnt.
Some question whether the change is foi
better or for worse.
In its first decade,"The Nation's Newspaper" has been acclaimed as a journalistic
trailblazer that led the way in graphics,color

photographs and tight writing. It has also
been attacked as an empty,glossy imitation
of television news.
It still isn't making money,but it sells 1.9
million copies a day and has certainly attracted attention.
"The fact that suddenly this bright,shiny
newspaper was on a newsstand next to old,
dull, gray newspapers caused a lot of people

Dorothy Clarke Wilson
Peace Essay Award

to think about what they were doing and H. Neuharth "succumbed voluntaril
why they were doing it," said Ray Chatt- eagerly, to the idea that busy people wanted
man, executive director of the Society of to be dished out news in tiny, bite-sized
portions."
Newspaper Design.
Average daily paid circulation is now
Editors at USA Today and other papers
noted that newspapet consultants were 1,921,053, but president and publisher Tom
saying longer ago than 1982 that readers Curley said he doesn't expect the paper to be
in the age of television wanted more color in the black this year and hesitates to say
and graphics and shorter stories. Thus, when it will be.
"We are coming close, but I think we
they said, many changes would have been
likely to come about with or without USA would need a windfall this year in some
way before we could go over the top," he
Today.
Robert G. Kaiser, managing editor of said. "It could be next year, but I am not
The Washington Post. said hc suspects USA going to stick my neck out and make a
Today's colorful weather map "may have prediction."
had something to do- with improvements
USA Today prides itself on tight writn,&.
the Post has made in its own weather map. and in this respect, Curley said he believes it
But Kaiser said USA Todayfounder Allen has had little impacA on other newspapers.
E

TOPIC:"The Things That Make For Peace."
•-

_

The committee invites participants to consider any of the
following areas as contexts for their essays: personal, social,
campus, national, global and cosmic.
41
‘
AWARD:$500

FORMAT:
700 - 1500 words typed, double spaced
Essays clearly over 1500 words will not be considered
Submit the original and two copies
Include a detachable cover sheet with your name,class,
address, phone number
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SUBMISSION:
Due by October 5, 1992
Send to: Dorothy Clarke Wilson Peace Essay Committee
The Wilson Center
67 College Avenue
Orono, ME 04473
WHAT WE'RE LOOKING FOR:
Both substance and structure will be important; the
committee is especially interested hi insight, originality
and thoughtfulness.

The Weekly Meeting
7:30 Thursday nights
Memorial Union
North Bangor Lounge
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•Campus crime

table

Act moult** es colleges to reveal crimes
By Jon Marcus
Associated Press Writer
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Dana Getzinger says she was naive and
unsuspecting —a typical college student —
when a stranger in a ski mask sneaked into
her room and tried to rape her while she was
a sophomore at the University of Georgia.
Getzinger was stabbea and nearly died in
the 1988 attack, which she later learned was
at least the fifth within three months on
students in her neighborhood near the campus.
"The universities tell you, nothing." she
said. "Schools are placing a greater importance on their image than on student safety."
More than 4,000 violentcrimes--among
them 16 murders and 493 rapes — were
reported last year to security officials at the
nation's 580 largest uaiversities and ci)!!,
es, The AssociPted Pre.s round through a
review of figures aleing released this month
under a new rederal disclosure law.
21c.
The federal Lampus Sectuitv ket

first time th:3 year requires all universities
and colleges to provide students, faculty,
staff and prospective students and their parents with crime statistics for the previous
three years, as well as a description of security pretedures.
The law covers 2,222 colleges and universities. Schools that don't coirnly risk
losing eligibility for federd money.
Many public institutions previously released such information, but most private
institutions kept it confidential.
The crime statistics are being handed out
to students on most campuses this month.
The schools surveyed by the AP enroll
5.6 million students. Collectively, they reported 2,528 aggravated assaults, 928 robberies, 5,081 car thefts and 15,313 burglaries during 1991.
Victim advocates question the value of
statistics furnished by some universities and
colleges.
"If the initial reports are that crime is
vastly below what we're seeing in broader
.-alriety, I we,.." be very -ke"tic".! of that,"

0 Wealthy celebrities

,
Richest entertainers reported
NEW YORK (AP)— Bill Cosby gave
up his reign as TV's superdad this year, but
came back as the world's highest-paid entertainer, knocking out teeny-bop sensation
New Kids on the Block.
Worth more than $300 million,Cosby is
expected to earn about $98 million in 1991
and 1992 combined, Forbes magazine said
in its Sept. 28 issue, which goes on sale
Monday.
In compiling the list, the magazine considers two years worth of income to smooth
out big earnings swings.
Cosby,who collects a one-third share of
the syndication revenue from "The Cosby
Show," heads the magazine's sixth annual
list ofthe top 40 money-makers in entertainment.
In second place is Oprah Winfrey,whose
TV talk show is broadcast in most U.S.
cities and 55 countries. She will earn about
$88 million in f991 and 1992. Kevin Costner,director and leading actor of box office
hit "Dances with Wolves," jumps from
sixth place to third, with about $71 million
in 1991 and 1992.

Slipping to No. 4, New Kids on the
Block are expected to earn $8 million in
1992,compared with $54 million a year ago,
Forbes says. Last year,the pop music group
bumped Cosby to No.2 on the list.
No.28 Robin Williams and No.21 Dustin Hoffman, newcomers to the list, and
veteran member Stephen Spielberg(No. 5)
owe some credit for their appearance this
year to "Hook," the silver screen's update
of Peter Pan.
All three took a risk by accepting small
upfront fees for their work on the film,then
dividing about 40 percent of the movie's
gross instead. Hook grossed over $250 million, not including video sales.
No. 11 Johnny Carson, retired king of
"The Tonight Show," will earn an estimated $45 million during 1991-92, and former
rival Arsenio Hall (No. 37) checks in at
about half that amount, Forbes estimates.
At No. 13,the highest ranked new name
on the list is country music singer Garth
Brooks. whose records have sold over 20
million copies. Brooks made $44 million in
the two years.

said David Beatty, k spokesman tor the
National Victim Center.
There were 42.3 reported rapes per
100,000 people in America last year, according to the FBI.The schools surveyed by
the AP reported 8.8 rapes per 100,000 students,a figure that leaves some people dubious.
"It misrepresents the reality," said Gail
Abarbanel, director of the Santa Monica,
Calif., Rape Treatment Center and co-author of a book about sexual assault on campus. "It gives people the impression that
rape isn't happening, when it's practically
an epidemic."
Abar bane and others say students share
the !'lame for failing to report crime. And
many incidents on -ampus are reported to
municipal officials, not the school's security department.
Many"-rimes,including Getzinger's nearfatal stabbing, happen off campus and go
unreported by the schools.
Six University of Florida and one community college student have been killed

near the university's Gainesville campus
since 1990, but the crime statistics given
students say there were no murders.
"We haven't done anything to obscure
the fact that the murders occurred in the city
of Gainesville," said Joe Kays, a school
spokesman. "Technically, a University of
Florida student could have been murdered
in Ocala. Does that fall within the purview
of the reporting requirements?"
Some schoeis see financial reasons for
accurately reporting crime. The University of Southern talifornia was ordered to
pay $1.t million last spring to a student
raped at knifepoint in an off-campus dormitory. The student argued that the university concealed information about crime
in the neighborhood.
"It's ludicrous to say because it happens on a sidewalk, it doesn't happen on
campus," said John KuorelPitelgtoMMISImmilmok....
he Univei'::ity
sioner of public salet;
of Pennsylvania. "Playing with numbers
and changing numbers isn't going to
change reality."

What are you
giggling about?
"Beyond Imagination"

Friday, September 18th
8 P.M. Hauck Auditorium
Just bring your studerit
:1g

Its

D

Old Town Bowling Center
185 Center Street
Old Town, ME 04468
Phone: 207-827-2874
to 5.
Offer valid Monday through Saturday from 12

Tickets available in advance
at the Memorial Union Information Booth
\ginning Tuesday, September 15th and at the door

Friends
Weekend
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"The Column"
Melissa Adams
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There's a trend in TV today that's vapid, insipid
and totally unrealistic-twentysomething programming.
When "thirtysomething" came on the air I said,
1 "Hey,that's one dumb show." It was about as realistic
as "Lost In Space." It was such a hit you knew it
wouldn't be long before they sicked it on another generafgen.
So now this fall we're jammed with numb twentysomething programming:"2000 Malibu Road," three twentysomething women dealing with life's problems;"The Heights," a twentysomething rock band
dealing with life's problems;"Melrose Place," a gaggle oftwentysomethingfriends aling with life's problems; and "The Round Table," a gaggle oftwenrysomthingfriends on CBS dealing with life's
problems. Where is my remote control'?
There are three hasic plot lines: I struggling actor/actress/writer/
•Orono
side, of the tracks
"11,, ,1 te...wiong
artist tries to make good; 2. actorrimart"
loves actress #4c from different social class; 3. money problem.
I decided to try my hand at creating a real twentysomething show,
which I am currently pitching to PBS since it's the only network withSome people are undoubtedly happy
out a twentysometing show.
that Nancy On is no longer Orono's town
To: PBS,Programming Division
manager. Others are sorry to see her go.
From: Melissa Adams
The real issue is: how is the new town
Re:"The Sticks," the story of a gaggle oftwentysomethingfriends
manager going to feel about the university
in Maine,dealing with life's problems.(Creator Hint: Put"The" in
and its students?
front of the title. It suggest uniqueness, as well as ultimate coolness.)
Remember the "party ordinance" the
Here's our cast: Mario—a college graduate with two degrees working
town tried to pass last year? That was a
a menial job, general feeling of ennui, tired of looking for Ms. Right
nasty piece oflegislation aimed at keeping
Now,seeks Ms. Right, let's make him the sensitive man type; Cliff—
students from having parties by requiring
unemployed electrical engineer right out of college, can't find a job to
a permit to be obtained if a large group of
save his life, has to work at amusement park as a ghost in a haunted
people would be entering your residence.
house to make ends meet, see plot device #3; Jasmine-- loves boyAccording to the ordinance, a large
friend of two years, decides to move in with him, mother threatens
group consisted of anything over five,
death, Jasmine ends up with a 92 Saturn, see plot device #2, this could
including the occupants.
be in the pilot(Creator Hint #2: Use exotic names for some characters,
With a new town manager coming in,
again the uniqueness thing); Leslie— the misunderstood beauty, every
could be brought up again.Do
woman on earth hates her because they think she's trying to steal their the ordinance
wereally wanttogothrough allofthatagain?
boyfriends even though she's not, let's make Leslie dyslexic, will
The answer is no. It will all depend on the
round out her character struggling with a problem.
new manager's attitude toward the students.
Call me crazy, but I think it's going to work. Since it's in Maine
we can make it kinda like "Northern Exposure," and since it's on PBS,
•Rape Awareness Week
we can practice reading where the commercials would be. Call me for
preproduction. Love ya babe, let's do lunch—MA.
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Selection will affectstudents
Dean Dwight Rideout, chair of the
Committee Relations Board, has said On
was an influential member of the board.
He was pleased with the cooperation and
support her recreation departmentshowed
the university for Maine Day.
Ifthe new town manager is notsympathetic to the needs of the students,then we
could have some big battles ahead of us.
Asstudents and members ofthiscommunity, we must be part of the search
process to ensure we are not forgotten.
Granted,it's hard to forget a student body
larger than the population of the town.
If we sit idly by throughout the selection
process,then we will be sending a message to
the council that we don't caw who they
choose. This in turn will say to the new
manager that we don't care what happens to
us,the students; membersofthecommunity.
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Over 200 altered fraternity rush posters were found hung around south campus
dorms and dining commons.The individuals who signed the posters, W.A.R.
(Women Against Rape), altered them to
insinuate fraternities are nothing more
than bandsofraping and pillaging animals
who take pride in being narrow-minded,
antediluvian lenunings.
Now,while we can all agree rape is the
most horrible of personal crimes and that
advocating its eradication is important,
doing so at the expense of a particular
fraternity or group is no better than perpetuating rape myths themselves.
Every race,creed,color,sex and walk
of life has been raped or committed a rape.
Blaming a particularfraternity withoutproof

or reason isjust perpetuating the stereotype
of the "Animal House" fraternity brother;
something such an enlightened group such
as W.A.R. should have avoided. And
while some "Animal House" brothers still
exist,they are becoming more and more the
minority on this campus.
Instead ofrallying people around their
cause, W.A.R. has alienated people from
them through this offensive,juvenile display ofassumption and error. If the group
does in fact have evidence against any
fraternity it accuses,they should go to the
proper authorities. If not, the individuals
should go to Rape Awareness week activities and discover new,less ridiculous and
damaging ways ofeducating the public to
the horrors of rape.
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•Education cuts
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more isolated."
BOLTON LANDING, N.Y. (AP) — chagrin, is even
he has answered nearly
said
s
Thoma
Clarence Thomas said Friday he's somethe public in the past
from
letters
what surprised at the isolation of his Su- 20,000
preme Court job, and finds some public year.
"The letters were encouraging and conappearances similar to his grueling confirtinue to be encouraging," he said. "They
mation hearings.
supportive and some where
The 44-year-old justice, who joined the were warm and
us.All ofthem have been
humoro
court last fall, told a conference of judges downright
and lawyers he misses ducking out of his appreciated."
Thomas said the conference of federal
office for a lunchtime walk and to pick up
judges from New York, Vermont and Concheese fries.
the Sagamore, an Adirondack
Judges are often isolated in their work,he necticut at
was only the second time
said, but "the Supreme Court, much to my Mountain resort,

he and his wife, Virginia, ha‘e been away
from Washington,D.C.,since he joined the
high court.
Thomas said the court's work was harder
than he expected, but he was grateful for the
warmth ofhis fellow justices — even though
he noted that war-nth is often not reflected in
judicial opinions.
In his 15-minute speech, Thomas made
two references to the Senate Judiciary Committee hearings that were highlighted by law
professor Anita Hill's accusations that he
sexually harassed her.

Standing at a table lined with microphones, he said the setup reminded him of
the hearings.
"Needless to say, it was not the most
enjoyable experience of my life," he said.
"But that's then, and this is now."
He also said he has often brought groups
ofchildren to meet with him at the court and
is amused by the questions they ask,such as
what kind of car he drives and what he
thought while in the third grade.
"It sounded like a confirmation hearing," Thomas said.
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
On a never-ending quest for personal perfection, you're an avid reader of self improvemcin books and are a strong believer
in betterirg yourselfthrough education.You
an; disciplined enough to further your education with tin eye toward increasing employment skills, You often have more than
one career or job option available.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): Romantic daydreams of a bygone time can throw a
wrench into a current loving relationship,so
don't let sentimental thoughts of the past
intrude on your present or future
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Warm
romantic rapport allows you to deal with
lingering telation-hip sues with your loved
one. If single, you may find the temperature
rising when an attractive stranger pays you
more than alittle notice!
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): In order
for a budding romance to have a chance,
keep it far from the prying eyes of family
and friends in the initial stages. Added pressure could quickly terminate the relationship!
CANCER(June 21 -July 22):The true
potential of a new relationship is uncertain
at best, making this a lousy time to play the
field. Don't risk an enduring tie for the sake
cf an attraction that will quickly fade away.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Don't get so
caught up with the idea of improving your
home that you overlook practical concerns.
These modifications are costly and won't
live up to your standards: find a better way
to spend the money.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Your
generosity may catch a friend or sibling off
guard and the results of your kindness are as
beneficial to you as they are to them. Avoid
making hastyjudgeme:Its regarding a loved
one's feelings.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.22):Sometimes
you are better served by tactfully losing an
argument rather than forcibly winning it.
Let loved ones get the last word in during a
heated debate: it means more to them.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Feeble
concentration makes it almost impossible to
get any work done,leaving you little choice
but co relax for the time being. Enjoy the
peace and quiet - you can wear your nose out
on the grindstone later!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Complications surrounding romantic issues
makes it a had time to discuss matters of a
delicate nature with your loved one. Don't
force the issue. A more oportune occasion to
broach the subject will arise.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):
You're a soft touch for a sad story, which
could cause problems if you allow people to
take advantage of your generosity. Don't
ignore the problem in your love life or it'll
erupt somewhere down the road.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb.18):The last
thing you need now is a no-win conflict with
a friend or neighbor. Walk away from confrontations. After a cooling-off period you
can discuss matters in a reasonably fashion.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Famil:'
clashes may be hard to avoid, particularly
when in-laws are involved. Ignore a relative's
attempt to goad you into a pointless argument
- they can find another target for their anger.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Car! Paul

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Fot Tuesday, t-4Amtnber 15
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
lover of nature, you choose to forgo the
crowds and noise of the city for the peace
and quiet ofthe countryside. Fnvironmentai
activism often develops later in life, as you
become more confident and aware ofglobal
concerns. Vou see the big picture and art'
able to quickly grasp complex interrelated
issues.
ARIES (March 21- April 19): Your
financialjudgemert and luck grow stronger
as the day progresses,so there is no need :0
rush decisions of lasting importance. Sober
deliberation yields the best results.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): You are
very sharp in business negotiations,but vital
details may elude you if you try to wrap
things up too quickly. Wait until after the
16th to finalize any agreements.
GEMINI May 21 - June 20): Don't
allow distractions to alter yourcurrentcourse
of action. Stay to the clearly defined direc
non you have chosen. Let abstract, theroetical issues go for now and concentrate on
more tangible matters.
CANCER(June21 -July 22): Although
your personal influence is heightened l7•.
this charismatic aspect, you won't be able to
dissuade various machines from breaking
down. Allow extra time in your schedule to
deal with the delays.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Heightened
intuition enables you to anticipate changes
in the workplace before even those directly
involved. Strategically position yourself to
receive the maximum benefit.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Money
and friendship are like fire and gasoline
now,and you are warned not to mix the two!
Getting involved with a friend financially
risks your money as well as a cherished
friendship.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.22): As much as
you'd like a romantic issue to be black and
white,this is simply not the way it is! Listen
to your partner - there is a lot oftruth to what
they say. Compromise can resolve this situation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Your
will to succeed is formidable, sending out
powerful signals as co- workers are drawn to
your determination and confidence despite
their reservations. Lead by example.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Take a tactful approach to a recurrent problein with your partner. A boldly decisive
maneuver is almost sure to backfire,so take
the time to make an informed decision
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A
sob story from a forlorn acquaintance may
be no more than an attempt to gain your
sympathy. Double check their tale of woe
before parting with any money for their
benefit!
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb. 18): Available options can be confusing unless they
are put in perspective. Seek the advice of
trusted associates before proceeding: their
input can clear things up and save you aggravation down the road.
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): A healing influence eases the strain that a close
relationship has been under, freeing you to
discuss problems more openly. Listen to
what they have to say; yours is not the only
legitimate opinion.
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEA1

New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
t Beanery

27 London sight
26 Copying
machine
30 Kin of an atoll
31 The -Boor

SOFDR s
successor
Si A Kennedy
,n-law
52 Mulligrubs

34
37

$S
60

potable
5 Young haddock
Soc founded
32 Street show
by Bergh
G I Jane
14 Site of the first
qua non
Olympics
(necessity)
Barren Leaves' 38 Cabinet Dept
since 1862
16 Framer of Roger
Vikki from El
Rabbit
Paso
17 Chronometers
Entrepreneur
19 Item marked
Turner
pd
Moreno and
20 Van Gogh
Hayworth
painted here
a3 Attractive g&
21 Puck's Irish
44 SaV011
counterpart
46 Killer whales
23 Unit of work
47 Fireplace shelf
the
443 He overact
ramparts

10

15 Huxley's'

39
40
41

or fence
Sleepers
rouser
Russian city
61 Lake Malawi s
old name
62 African shrub
Skin blemish
64 Blemishes ori
cars
Oodles

63

DAPS

BOADT
opal R

To bring a correction to our attention. contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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Corrections

6

4

3

54 Laugh

Kid of port or
plane
Baba
2 --- Vigor's
companion
4 On a cruise
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 5 Fence straddler
Gladden
S P I isl
7 Aerial bombs
Chemical
U T 1310
ending
Scorn
10 Type of light
It fits in a fob
12 Site of Mayan
ruins
13 Little coloni-.1
18 SubsIttote in
PriDIEi3LI
law
LIOR
22 Gaze at
amorously
INEE 23 Live
24 FIX loose
shoelaces

26 - -

2

1

No.0803

25

Type of clock

45 Form 7r German

state
sounds
47 Actress from
call
29
NYC
32 Badgerlike
46 Actor Buchhol:
49 Soprano Gluck
33 Turkish title
et al
for
35
52 He playe I

27 Whirring

Fronton
honey lover

Nobelist
peacci 1.4137

36 Surfer

39
41

Sonny Corleone

53 Silent one
54 Lennon s
Do YOJ Sleep7
56 Soap ingredient
57 Wave. in So r
58 Not pro
59 Kind of board or
chain

s surface

Mean mongrel
any three clues
Marriage. e p Get answers tophone:
1-900-420-

42 Hibernia

43 HuM0rOuS

by touch-tone
5656(75c each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
r about your
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-I with a professional astrologe
money, career,
personal concens — love and comparability, work,
relationships, family.

available seven days a
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are
per minute, which is billed
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99
be 18 or older. Call
must
You
FREE.
is
to your telephone. The first minute
today — 1-900-728-3036.
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Bush vetoes biii to help drivers register to vote
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Bush vetoes 'inotor-voter' bill

WASHINGTON(CPS)—President Bush
vetoed a"motor-voter"bill that wassupprzed
to simplify the voter registration process because he said it would open greater possibilities of fraud.
The National Voter Registration Act would
have allowed adults 18 years and older to
register at the same time they received or
renewed their driver's licenses or applied for
social services such as unemployment ber.e fits or welfare.
In his veto message in early July, Bush
claimed the bill was seriously flawed and"an
open invitation to fraud."
Supporters, mostly Deraoccats, said it
would make it easier for the young,the poor
and minorities to register to vote.
College students were dismayed by the
president's Jction and urged fellow students
to write their representatives to call for a veto
override.
"The only 'serious flaws' with this bill
were the non-Republican voters it would have
yielded," Dana Dougherty, a junior at the
University of Texas-Austin, wrote in a col

umn in The Daily &tan.
"By vetoing 'motor-voter; Bush not only
defeated the hill, he also defeated democracy."
Josh Shanes of the University of Illinois
called for an override of the presidential veto.
"The government must then continue to
strive to bring every adult citizen into the
polling booth on election day. Only then will

"By vetoing'motor-voter,'
Bush not only defeated the
bill, he defeated democracy."
—Dana Dou0erty,
University ofTexas-Austin
we be a true democracy,"Shanes wrote in The
Daily Illinois.
Jushua Grabel.the federa: relations director ofthe Associated Students of the University of Arizona, vowed to begin a telephone
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drive protesting the veto. Grabel urged students to inundate the offi-e of Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz.. with calls. McCain voted
against the bill when it passed the Senate.
—The more students voice their opinion,
the more they will listen to us,"Grabel to!d the
Arizona Daily Wildcat.
Supportersofthe bill said 24 states and the
District of Columbia enacted similar legisl
ation with no reports of abuse.
However,a study at George Washington
University indicated that the bill would have
little or no effect on voters unless accompanied by an aggressive voting campaign
The study,conducted by political scientist
Susan L. Wiley,analyzed the registration and
voting records of more than 300,000 citizens
of the District of Columbia, which instituted
the program three years ago.
While the" motor-voter" registrants accounted for utore than 40 percent of all new
registrants in the District, Wiley found that
many registrants did not vote.
According to the study,only 30.4 parent of
the "motor-voter" registrants went to the polls.
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College HIV
rate rising

CPS

AUSTIN, Texas (CPS) — University
students show a higher incidence of HIV
ine_etion than military recruits,said a speaker
at the second annual Summer HIV Prevention Institute for Colleges and Universities.
"Studies show that one in 500 university students is HIV positive," said Carolyn
Parker,executive director for Texas AIDS
Network.
A recent survey issued at the Internatitalal Conference on AIDS sad nearly half of
U.S. Army soldiers akint: n..,
sex ual practices, such as failing to use condoms, the Daily Texan reported.
Although many universities in Texas
have AIDS awareness information available through student health services, AIDS
iievi.s to be discussed in all areas ofcampus
life, Parker said.
"The AIDS issue needs to be addressed
in other areas, like history and English,
because it's a phenomenon that can no longer be ingnored in their writing and teaching," she said.
The number of deaths from AIDS already exceeds that of the Korean and Vietnam Wars combined, she added.
The AIDS institute was held in late
July.
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ASSOCIATION OF
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Heads Up UMaine Students!!

Get Involved with Association of
Graduation Students
and make a difference!
What is the Association of Graduate
Students(AGS)?

'''14441415"
so,v

• AGS is the governmental unit for the gradua
students in University decisions and sponsors te student body that represents graduate
various activities and services for
graduate students.
• AGS is comprised of representatives from
graduate department (one for every flirt
students). Each representative is appointed byeach
their respective departments to attend
bi-weekly meetings.
the
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• AGS offers grants to eligible graduate studen
ts for research piojects, conferences,
academic activities. Application may be picked
up at the AGS office on the 3rd and otner
Memorial Union. For further information,
floor of thy
please call 581-4548.
• I he AGS hoard sponsors one or more
social events each semester!

When does AGS meet?
• Fhe A(;5 hoard meets approximately
every two weeks on Thursday from
in the North and South Lawn Room in
12 noon to 1 p.m.
the Memorial Union. This is
the AGS meeting
schedule for 1992/1993 school year

October 8, November 5+19,
December 3+17,
January 21, February 4+18,
March 3+31, April 14+28
Who attends AGS meetings?
• Departmental representative and other
AGS. Meetings are open to the public andgraduate students are em-ouragetl to participati
graduate students are
to become involved.
encouraged
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Groups urge college students to vote

By John Williams
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CPS
Democrats want you. Republicans want
you. Rock stars and celebrities want you
Public affairs organizations want you. Poiiticians want you.
What those organizations want from you
simple
: If you are 18 or older, you can
is

vote,

But to vote, you must first be registered.
And if you are the typical college undergraduate, between the ages of 18 and 24,
you reiort-st: at a segment of American culture that is perceived as being root likely to
vote or to participate in the political process.
So college and university campuses nationwide ha.e beer targeted by private
public interest groups to registei students
and to get them to the polls on Nov. 3.
"Students tend to feel left cot. Candi dates don't appear to be addressing issues
that are ofconcern to students," Said Becky
Cain, president of the National League of
Women Voters.
"Or.the 20th ar versary of the right for
18-year-olds to vote this group has the least
percentage voter turnout than any other age
group."
"Get them on the rolls, get them to the
polls," said Mike Dolan, field director for
the California-based Rack the vote, a non
profit, non-partisan organization that has
organized student voter registration drives
nationwide.

Top issues that appear to be ofccnce
m to
college students on the national level
inchide the economy, the environment
and
abortion rights, activist. aay.
If students want to aadress these
concems,they must first register to vote
registration oiganizers say.
That way, they can vote for candidates
who most closely represent their ideals
and
ideas of what government should he,
an::
what issues the representatives should addnas
According to the Census Bureau, 26
million men and women in the 18-24 age
group are eiigible to vote, and approximately 40 percent of this group is registered. Among college students who are
registered, 80 percent vote, said Jamie
piesident of the college Demoniats of America.
"Many students don't feel they are a part
of the American community. They don't
have families yet, they don't have sunk-in
roots, so they are not as politically active,"
Harmon said:Political particirtion increases with age. We want to show students today
that the political and governmental system
isn't a joke."
The College Democrats are organizing
a Victory Vote program on campuses nationwide, with the goal of registering
50,000 students this fall -- ideally as
Democrats.
Having targeted about 500 college and
universities in 15 states, the College Demo
crats plan to hold rallies, get publicity and

have politicans from the local and national
levels speak to students.
Harmon said national polls show students identifying with the Democratic Party, and said main concerns on campuses
include educational issues and siudent loans,
abortion and the environment.
Tony Zagotta. national chairman of
the College Republicans, said polls indinate the 18-24 age group favor Repeblican
views toward government,society and the
economy.
His group will be working at the grassroots level on campuses,and won't be using
celebrities or rock shows to attract potential
Republican registrants.
College Republicans will be going door
to doer this fall to get studerk... to register or
vow tr,, absentee bP!lot ZaEotto said. He
calfed the Republican'sone-on-one appmach
a "tremendous opportunity" to get students
n !egister in his parry He szid polls have
shown the 18-24 age group is "not comfortable" with abortion.
Dolan, field director of Rock the Vote.
said his organizton is also working at the
grassroots level to get students to registei.
Rock the vote was founded in 1990 by
leading record labels and musicians in response to perceived threats to artistic expression. It has since been broadened to
include voter registration, especially for
young adults, 1)olan said.
Musicians and movie celebrities will go
to campuses and hold rallies to make students aware ofthe political process and urge

them to register.
"Having stars and musicians involved is
intensive. It makes voter registration sexi
er," he said. "Celebrities want to get involved,and when they do,it makes political
participaiton a little cooler."
Rock the Vote has registered atiproxi
mately 100,000 young people in the past
two years. he said, and many college and
university students are included in the numbers. What concerns young people, he said.
is having access to "the system" or being
heard by politicians.
"We have seen the basic issue,and that is
empowerment and access to the system,"
nolan said. "Many politicians don- t want
3ur people voting,since young voters have
no patteins of voting and re unpredictable.
Thai makes politicians nervous."
The minimum legal age to register is 18.
If a student goes away to attend school, he or
she may register to vote in the town or city
where school is located. However,the states
have varying laws for residency requirements; theie is no natiortai law establishing
uniform registration laws for all 50 states.
An option is to vote by absentee ballot if
students are registered ;n their home states,
Cain said.
Since the 1970s, the League of Women
Voters has actively sought to get young
people to register. It has.: also published
material on voter rights, especialy for college students who may be going tc an outof-state institution and want to vote in primaries and elections.
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Child saves boy from falling I
NEW HAVEN, Conn.(AP) — Javon
Javon was playing football in the parkSaucier was playing football when he made ing lot below when he saw Brando squirm
n
a 30-yard dash to complete the greatest ing to pull himsel back
f
on the ledge.
reception of his life: catching a 3-year-old
"Brandon,you get back in," Javon shoutneighbor falling from a window.
ed as he ran over.
"I knew I could catch him,"6-year-old
When he realized Brandon was stuck,
Javon said.
Javon told the youngster to hold on while he
"People were calling me, 'Javon, the went to get Brandon's mother. But Javon
hero.'"
realized he didn't have time before the boy
Brandon Ellison's mother had told him would fall and shouted, "Let go, I'll catch
Thursday evening that he couldn't go out you."
because no one could watch him.
Brandon let go, missing a lower winHe tried to sneak out through his sec- dow ledge by inches as he fell into Javon's
ond -floor window, about 15-feet off the arms.
ground.
Neither boy was injured.
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Student Teachers
Application for 1-)rit11.1
'tiro
ti- 7 a-/, iaable tit the Stirticnt Tctichiiill
Officc 129 Shibles Hall.

Application Deadline is October 1

11111•11.1160

The Council on
Pluralism seeks
nominations
and expressions
of interest for
membership
positions on the
Council of
Pluralism or on
the Council's
\workgroups
Open to all
members of
the Universily
community.
For more
information,
please call
Mary Barnard,
Academic
Affairs, x1547,
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• State congressional candidates speak at MPA conference

StateNews

• MPA announces winners of its newspaper contest

,

Mun

I •Prehistoric mammoth remains found in Scarborough

•Congressinna! candift-tr--;

Candidates outline their views at MPA conference

By Peter Jackson

Associated Press Writer

---1°1706/etee
frzedescti
the Israel Consol from Boston, Mr. Yaakov Lev),/,

pared than moot to "walk the walk.
"I understand what the problems are:.
he said.
Stiowe emphasized her experience in
Congress. When all three ofthe other candidates endorsed term limits for members of
Congress, she said longevity provides important political leverage for small states
like Maine, whose tiny delegations otherwise might go unheaid
Carter, a formes botany instructor at the
University of Maine at Farmington,presented himself as the quintessential outsider
who will take on the entrenched establishment.
'The two-party system no longer represents the people and has failed as miserably," he said.
"Our government and its politicians arc
in collusion with big business, big money
and special interests."
Bean, who appeared with Andrews in a
heated exchange during their first joint
television ap:oasance Friday, repeatedly
noted her opponent's absence at Satnrday's fonnn.
The granddaughter of the founder of the
L.L. Bean sporting goods store and a onetime publisher of a short-lived conservative
newspaper, Bean introduced herself as "a
former member of the Maine Press Association" and questioned Andrews' priorities
in skipping the Bethel forum.

MPA winners announced

FFA Room, Memorial Union
from 3:1 5pm — 4:00pm
The topic will be Current Affairs in IsraeMddle EastPeace Talks.
The public is welcomed to attend.

Thursday
September 17, 1992
3:00 p.m.
Sutton I,ounge
Student Union

choice" views on abortion conflict with
those of the Republican president.
''You can't be a pro-choice nipportei in
the morning and 3George Bush supporter in
afteinoon. it just doesn't hold up in
1992,when women are losing their rights by
the hour."
3oth McGowan and Carter. who is running under the banner of the Green Party,
railed for me creation of a single-payer
health care system as the solution to the
mounting nto-ober of Americans who can no
innger afford medical insurance.
The Republican candidates favored less
radical reform.
"Ail of our industrial competitors in the
world have
?Lief derdaery system.
We cannot be competitive in this world
without having health care for all of our
people," McGowan said.
"Health care in this country is rationed
by one's ability to pay," Carter said.
Thecandidates agreed in general on many
points,buteach sought to stake out his or her
territOr).
McGowan played up his background as
a small businessman,referring repeatedly to
the general store that he and his wife run in
Canaan.
During a discussion about the economy,
McGowan said other candidates are "talking the talk" about the plight of American
businesses but suggested he is better pre-

•MPA contest

Tuesday Sept 15
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•

BETHEL. Maine (AP) — U.S. Rep.
Olympia 1 Snowe and Democratic challenger Patrick McGowan tradedjibes Saturday as four of the five congressional candidates appeared efore 3 gathering of Maine
newspaper people
lnitopendnnt Jonathan Carter, who is
competing in the 2nd District race with
Snowe and McCcsyare and 1st District Republican nominee Linda Bean alsojoined in
the forum at the fall conference ofthe Maine
Press Association.
Democi at Tholi Las Andrews,the lst District incumbent, was campaigning at Bath
Iron Works and did not attend.
Under questioning by a panel of three
editors, the oandidates outEned their
views on a broad range of issues that
included the economy, health care, off-

shore drilling and U.S. military intervention abroad.
The only real interaction during
minute program was between Snowe and
McGowen, a former state legislator who
two years ago came within two percentage
points of ousting Snowe from the seat the
Republican congresswoman has held since
1979.
The most pointed exchange came as the
candidates voiced their views on governmental regulation of abortion, which both
Snowe and McGowan oppose.
Snowe said electing more females to
Congress is ihn key to strengthening women's rights and chided McGowan for asserting that he would be a "(setter advocate for
women than Snowe.
"That's exacen, what men have been
telling won.on for 200 years — and look
where it's gotten us," she said.
McGowan countered that Snowe's"pro-

BETHEL, Maine(AP)— The Portland
Press Herald won top honors for general
excellence among the state's daily newspapers Saturday at the 1992 fall conference of
the Maine Press Association.
The Journal Tribune in Biddeford won
second place among dailies competing in

Have you thought about going to
graduate school? Looking forward to a
career in public affairs, universityteaching, or the diplomatic corps?
Thinking about study abroad or A life in
scientific research? The campus
comm.Unity 'F., imiitcci V" hear about the
(Tportunrtic,ava;lablc for graduate kind
utdergradua ti. tellowsh:Ts ankl.
scholarships—Vulbright Fellowships,
Rhodes Scholarships, MellUTI Fellowships
in thc I lumanities,and Phi Kappa Phi
Fellowships, among others. First- and
second-year students are especially
encouraged to attend. Now is the time to
plan ahead. Some one has to win these. It
might as well be you.

Sponsored by the Office of Academic Affairs and the College of Arts & Humanities

the association's Better Newspaper Contest. The Journal Tribune also won first
place for general excellence among weekend and Sunday papers.
The Bangor Daily News placed third in
the daily division.
Among weeklies, the Ellsworth American won first place among papers with circulationsofbetween 5,000and 14.999,while
The Aroostook Republican in Caribou
claime,d first place among smaller weeklies.
The Star Herald in Presque Isle and The
Bridgton News placed second and third respectively in the general excellence among
the larger weeklies, while The Katandin
Times in Millinocket and the' Penobscot
Times in Old Town won second and third in
the small-weekly competition.
Entries in the daily and weekend divisions werejudged by members ofthe Rhode
Island Press Association T'he weekly entries were judged by the newspaper association representing Maryland, Delaware and
the District ofColumbia,said outgoing MPA
President Bill Nimitz.
Dozens ofother awards for writing,photography, layout design. photography and
advertising also were presented during the
Saturday night ceremony that climaxed the
three-day conference.
The session at the Bethel Inn also featured a Saturday panel discussion among
most of Maine's 1992 candidates for Congress and the announcement of the 1992
Journalist of the Year and Advertising Person of the Year.
Joe Brooks of the Bangor Daily News is
Nimitz's successor as president ofthe association.
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Murder
Body of missing
woman found
hAsery)ent-

•

SOUTH PORTLAND, Maine (AP)
— Police used a borrowed radar unit
Friday to unearth a body from the basement of the home of a South Portland
woman who was missing for more than a
year. Her husband Alls arrested hours
later chi a murder charge.
Detectives from the Mane State Police
and South Portland police found the body
during their fourth search of the home of
William and Pearl Bruns
Mrs. Bruns,48,had beeili missing since
August 1991 and police found traces of
blood in thedwellnig whenthey last se.aretted
the home in November.
Authorities confirmed late Friday night
thattbe body found in ttie baSeMent war that
the missing woman
Theremains were taken to the officeofthe
State Medical Examinerin Augusta,where an
autopsy was expected to be comple4e-1 Satijiday, said Stephen McCausland, spokesman
for the state Department cfPublic Safety.
Bruns, 61, was arrested on a murder
and ordered held without bail in the
Cumberland Ceenty Jail. lie wasscheduled
to he arraigned in Portland District Courton
Monday, McCausland said.
The body was found beneath the crawl
space in the basement of the ranch-style
nome on Broadway, he said. Authorities
would nct say if other potential evideoce
was found at the scene.
"At this point we're not getting into
specifics as to what else we may have found
or not found or how it was found," said
McCausland, who would notspeculate
motive in the case.
Investigators had enlisted helpfrom ABB
Environmental Services ofPortland, which
provided a ground penetrating radar device
for use in the search.
"This is a very sophisticated radar unit
that is used in engineering firms to detect
density," said McCausland.
The device,which records its findingson
a printout.is"similar Lou fish finder in water,
except this unit is used on land,- he said.
Besides the blood found in the Bruns
home,the only evidence in the case until
Friday was a pocketbook belonging to
Mrs.Bruns that was found in the woods in
New Hampshire after she was reported
missing.
McCausland said Bruns left the home
during much of Friday's search. Until his
arrest at 7:10 p.m., police declined to identify either him 0;anyone else as a suspect in
his wife's disappearance.

a
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•Hazardous waste dump

BIVV, locals fight over hazardous waste
BATH, Maine(AP) — The battle lines
are drawn in a legal fight between Bath Iron
Works and a group of residents suing over a
35-acre parcel that the shipyard used as a
hazardous waste dump.
The company had been working with
local residents, the city and environmental
officials to develop a plan to clean up the site
owned by Eugene Dauphin Jr. Nos. the
shipyard is withdrawing the oifer.
Shipyard.' pok,-..sman Kevin P. Gildait
said the announcement of the lawsuit by 23
residelits of the'Tarbox Hill area has created
an "adversarial environment."
"There were a lot of good feelings developing.- Gildart said. "I'm tertremely

ism',(aboui the suit) in light of the last
few meetings we've had with the residents."
The suit. filed in Sagadahoc County Superior Court.seeks compensatory apd punitive damages for long-term "exposure to
haiardous substances.- It also seeks a trust
fund to pay for future damages.
The owner of the property dumped junk
cars on the land and allowed BIW to dump
its hazardous matenals there from the late
1960s to the mid-1980s.
Recently, the shipyard had begun working to develop a plan for cleaning the dump.
'This has changed the 7.-a; -se can deaf
with everybody," said Gildart, who is referring questions from residents and he media

to the company's lawyers
Susan Murray,spokeia.voman for the Tarbox Area Residents Association, said she
was surprised by the company's reaction.
"We didn't do this to get this type of
reaction,- Murray said. "We were merelv
trying to protect our rights and our children's rights.
"It doesn't seem fair to slam the door
because of one group's actions. I'm sorry
there's any animosity. There's none on
our part"
But resident Patsy Brawn who spent
months investigating the chimp and the cleanup efforts, blamed the suit for ruining a good
working relation:mtp with the shipyard.
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•Arr.haealogy
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ttb remains folind in S. Maine

SCA RBOROUGII,Maine(A Pr — Portions ofa mammal skeleton uncovered from
a Scarborough pond are
first ice age remains ever ots.
Maine, officials said.
Gary Hoyle, curator at the Maine State
Museum in Augusta,said the pieces of a rib,
tusk, skull and jawbone found on Frida) are
believed to be those of a prehistoric mammoth
The search began 33 years ago, when
William Littlejohn discovered a tusk while
digging a hole on his property. The find

stirred considerable interest at first, but it
was later rumored that the tusk was part of
et an C:rf:11S ephan! shot in

was elated all day long. I still am."
Hoyle was assisted Friday by the National Guard and geologists from the IJniversiis
of Maine.
"For those archaeologists, it's the hest
day of their lives,- said Bruce Bourque, an
archaeologist with the museum. "It's the
firs:trr. a relatively complete terre.erial
mammal from the ice age of any size has
been found in Maine."
Excavation will continue this week.
Hoyle said. The remains wilt eventually be
sent to the state museum, he said.

In December 1990, Hoyle and Bourque
had the tusk dated after locating it in a box at
the University of Presque Isle. It was found
to be more than 10.000 years old.
Last month, the state museum obtained
permission to drain the pond to search for
other remains. The first piece of bone was
found Friday morning.
"It was very exciting," Hoyle said. "I

In 1899. five men started an organization designed for men
who were tired of having to fit a mold.
These five men put personal worth and character above wealth
or rank. And since that day the tradition has continued. Not for
wealth, rank or honor; but for personal worth and character
This organization is

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
A group of men that havejoined into one bond as Brothers.
If you have what it takes to be part of a working group of men
that have become brothers, then TKE is for you!

Buy any Footiong
get 2nd for 990
- WHY NOT FIND OUT -

WI Purchase of Medium Soda
We now have delivery service.
18 Mill St.
Orono • 866-3550
Good at Orono store only

'
,Second (notion: huh Imo he of EMIG/ ot itvaer
Not pnnd m
*nth any nihe,

pner

Monday Sept. 14th
Monday Night Football
rush with snacks 8:30pm
Thursday Sept. 1 7th
Mexican Night 5:00pm

Tuesday Sept. 22nd
Dinner with the
Brothers
and Movie Night
405:00pm Dinner
•8:00pm Movies

Thursday Sept. 24th
Casino Night with
Sorority!
7:30pm
Seriously a lot of Fun!
Come meet the brothers.
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•Accident

Th

•Mideastern politics

Six killed when two tiLmec_collide Jews tr_ntest
INDIANAPOLIS(AP)— Four business
and civic leaders were renong six people killed
when two small planes collideo in flight
Two other people were critically. in jured.
Those killed in Friday's crash included
A banking executive, a former state lottery
director, a one-time candidate for mayor
and a former aide to Vice President ban
Quavle
"Each ofthem in their own way added to
the quality of the city. The loss is enormous," said Indianapolis Mayor Stephen
Goldsmith.
A jetprop carrying the four collided
with a smaller plane about 3 p.m. Friday,
shortly after the jet had taken off from
Crernwood Munia ipal Airport south cf
Indianapolis.
It spun into a house in the suburbs below,
killing all five meil aboard, including the

pilot.
The smaDer plane zontineed on for about
a mile before crashing into the yard of a
home. killing ihe pilot and critically injuring
his daughter and another man on board
Nobody on the ground was hurt
Witnesses said the smaller plane. a six
seat Piper Cherokee heading west,appeared
te clip the mi.sec:inn ofthe Mitsubishi MI'
2jetprop.
The jet trod to veei away ai the last
moment "hut it just didn't make it,- said
Danny Blackley, who was arriving home
from work when the planes collided overhead.
Federal Aviation Administration officials were investigating the cause of the
clash.
Those killed in the jet included Frank
McKinney Jr., a former Olympic swimmer
and banking executive; John Weliever,

giving Syria
land

forme' director of the Hoosier I otter!,. and
Indiana Detainment of Ada) n so anon: V
Welch, a prominent developer and iinsuecessful Democratic candidate for mayor in
1976;and Malhael A Carroll,former depu.P..P.1 SA LEM - AP)— Abut!!3.000jewty mayor of Indianapolis and special assissetticrs from occupied territories chanted
ish
tant to Sen. Richard Lugar and to Quayle
-governmentslogans at thecountry's main
anti
when be was a senator.
airport
Saturday to protest proposals to return
-klso killed were the jet's pilot. William
some
the Golan Heights to Syria.
of
Mullen.6R. and the Pipe; pilot. Bill Bennett
The
Israeli delegation to the Middle East
of Greenwood.
The passengers in the smaller plane. peace talks left Saturday for V.ashington for
Bennett's 24-year-old daughter Julie Ben- two weeks of negotiations. They were bringnett and Mark Doucey,35, were both listed ing with them an Israeli reply to reported
in critical condition at Wishard Memorial Syria's proposals of a phased Israeli with
drawal once Israel publicly. recognizes Syrian
Hospital.
Doucey had a hreleer leg and burns sovereigns over the Golan.
About 12,000 Jews live in the territcr
over 70 percc.nt of his hody. Bennett suffered burns over about 30 percent of her captured during the 1967 Middle Fast war.
The Israeli reply is expected to propose
body, hospital spokesman Tim Johnson
Israel and Syria sign a statement of agree
said.
merits. including 2joint declaration that hott,
sides want peace and recognize each other's
4 Adoption
se,,Atrity iteeds, arrm, radio said.
•
ri1TiTurklity, Pone. Ministe7
Rabin said fc-- the first time that 'Israel was
ria0PE101I
fia,..N
al
willing to withdraw from parts ofthe Golan in
exchang
e for true peace with Damascus,on
DETROIT ea..P,
N'eda Thompkins tival, hoping to place more than 200 chil- meet
in a less Cormal setting than an office. of Israel's most
staunch Arab f.les.
came to the annual Adoption Festival on dren with adoptive families
.
said John Kraphol, a social worker at the
satunby
Rabin later clarified the star/nem saving he
for a oar. She didn't have
The ehilciren played sports, got their Ennis Center for Children Inc.
in Detroit
wants to see Syrian sincerity on a total peace
to look far. He found her
faces painted and listened to rap groups
Ki-aphol, who was adopted as an infant, heforc dirnaissi
ng territorial ciini.sions
"1 was looking around and he just came between meetings with
prospective par- said the participating agencies expect to
At least 3.000flag -waving demonsiratoe
up to me and started talking to me.' Thomp- ents. Most of the childre
n ranged in age place more than the 30children placed at the
from the Golan and the occupied West Bank
kins excitedly. told a social worker. •'I'm in from 2 to 15, but there
were a few infants 1991 festival because the event was better
chanted "Rabin is a traitor- and demandee
love."
available.
organized this year.
he resign.
Several adoption agencies in metropoliThe idea is to create an environment in
Potential adoptive parents at the festival
The crowd, which included some rigni
tan Detroit sponsored the fourth annual fcs- which prospective parents
and children can must go through the same screening procewing legislators. blocked one of two entrant
dure as parents who apply through tradition- es to
the Ben Gurion Airport near Tel .Ave
al ways. It takes a about a year before an forcing
travelers to haul luggage about a mitt
adoption is formally approved by Probate to the
terminal
Court.
Syria has demanded a full Israeli with
Such things as a person's income, the drawal from
the Golan. The territory was in
aim of their home and their medical condi- effect annexed
to Israel in 1981 when it wa.tion are checked, and chacacter references placed
ender Israeli law.
are taken_
Israel returned the Sinai peninsula to Ekarn
under the 1979 Camp David peace accord. Bit
theJewish state hagsofarrefused toofferthe West
G,141 E K S &
Bank and occupied Cia7.6 Strip m exchange for
peace pacz with other Arab neighbors.
RAISE A COOL
''We vant to warn the public that we are
$1000
hot
talking of centimeters. or meters or Idle
IN JUST cleia WEEK!
meters.
We are talking of a full return to the
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
bordersof 1967," opposition Likud legislator
MEMBER WHO CALLS:
Michael Eitan said on Israel radio.
No obligation. No 006i
You also Ded a FREI
"Thequickerthe public understands this .
HEADPHONE RADIO
I am convinced we will he able to prevent tht:
iar tor calms
TWOCM;,.. he said.
14106-932-0523, Ext. 65.

leaturc,i llopefil Is

Sigma Nu
Fall Rush

• Tuesday 15th 5:00 pm Chicken BBQ
• Thursday 17th 5:00 pm BBQ Ribs
• Tuesday 22nd 5:00 pm Casino
Night with Sororitv
,

Located behind
Dunn Hall
Any Questions?
Call 581-04176
and ask for
Brian Nathan

For All Interested
Seniors and juniors
Submit name in
Student Activities
office until
September 14.
Elections September 16
for all seniors
held outside
Memorial Union
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• Black Bear Football knocks off Kutztown
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Sports Ticker

Black Bears shut out Go1dn. Bears
By Chad Finn

I

i

• Scores from Major League Baseball

•UMaine Football

Sports Editor
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Darryl
Shrawbe,
.aa's on-again, off-again back,
surgery is on again.
The Los Angeles Dodgers outfielder,
ernited to 43 games thts season by a
herniated disk, made the decisiom while
I Ltiving to Draeger Starlit:ha He Will have
the surgery Tuesday morning.
Dr. Robert Watkins. the specialist
1 thaat
ial.Straseliceraa. exaenned him befoi-C-WRinesclay's game with San Meg()
and wasn't &loathed with his condition.
Strawberry played and drove in his first
run since July 19.
Sea.a he ea. ea. an Ole ensaieed
twice this year after an injury-shortened
i 1991 campaign when tie hit 28 reeneea
with 99 RBIs in 139 games.

• Field Hockev_d_rws_pair in Virginia--

A
ri a win is a win
Name roe ail% coach of an sport an% where in the U.S. of A.. and I will guarantee
YOU the would take an %actor) the
were
or-ler-ea. no matter how low the qualita ol the
opponent or the quality of the game
In front or a crowd of S.729 Sarunia
afternoon at Alumni Field in anono,the 1 'reversa% of Maine roothell team clad]', took
one of those lower quality v. ins.a 10-0 victora.
over Division Kutztown State.

"I

the Black Bears didn . sacth come roar
ea.' out ofthe gate., with a 33- yard field goal at
5
of the first quarter h% l'Maine's Mari
Shaw the o&ts. scoring in the first half for
either team. tlMaxric coach Kirk Ferentz
attributed his team's unimpressive first- half
performance to the intensn% displayed th
Kutztown.
"Thea came here to win:. Fematz
"The-'s fought hard and played vex% competih ve football We gained a kit of respect for
them."
Uhlahie tailback Bee Sirmans, who ran
for 114 yaidr- on 32 CarrieS, send he and his

'yen
what Oi st. .Jown
after then etricei:mial upset victory over the
Universes of New Hampshire last week
it doesn't feel as ,noverus as the I'M
win1.- Simians said_ adding "hutifs a win.
any was you slur the cake.
think we'warned Mai wvetcprepare
ourselves tic manes who we
it Lux; of
broutr, harSk in rt*41.1:
Simians scored the mil% touchdown of
the game ere a one-yard plunge with 10:50 left
to
in the fourth stanza airman's score

See FOOT BALLon page 24

BC-aTON(AP -- The Boston Celtics
launched their first move of the postLarry Bird era, snatching Xavier McDaniel from the New Ycrk Knicks.
Twenty-there ristyc seten- ft:1-d r•tim)ii
the Celtics signed McDaniel.an ULITeSilia!%ifree agent, to a five-year contract with
late years guaranteed. attei hrgiev, impatient with the Knicks negotiating pace.
'
In seven N'BA seasore„, the Moot-7
McDaniel has averaged 19.1 points and 6.8
rebounds per game and hit 49.3 pel*Cerg
field goals. He averaged 13.7 points and 5.6
rebounds last aellson but improved to 18.8
points and 7.2rebounds during the playoffs
After more than five seasons with
Seame, he was traded to Phoenix in December 1990 The Suns sent him to Net'
York before last season.
UMaine tailback Lea Sirmans leaps over the Dile for the game's only touchdown - the Black Bears' 10-0 victhry over
Kutztown Saturday.(Lachowsky photo.)

Brian McCall.Marton Rogers,Ed Pla
herty, Paul Ftrlotte and Whitney Leeman
will be inducted into the UMaine Sports
Hall of Fame on October 16.
McCall coached men's basketball at
UMaine from 1958 to 1968, compiling
120-108 career record. Rogers earned her
bachelor's degret from UMaine in 1930
and enjoyed success in several sports before
becoming an adminiatraten of athletics.
Flaherry. currently the baseball coach
at Southern Maine,led eat. Black Bears to
the College World Series in 1975,leading
the team in hitting. Zeigler earned 16
New England swim titles in her four-year
swimming career that ended in 1984. Fitlone won three Yankee Conference cross
country championships in a career that
culminated in 1955.

Golf team pens season
The University of Maine Golf tellin
opened their season Friday hy placing seventh in the Un versity of CormecticUt
1992 Golf Invitational in Willimantic, .
Cairn. The UConn "Blue" team won the
event with a score of290. while UMaine'S
final tally was 317.

•Black Bear Field Hockey

Field Hockey team drops pair
The I niyersita on Maine field hockey
Leslie Nason 01.1M r scored the game's
team dropped a pair of games to nationally- first goal 13.47 into the game on a penalt%
corner assisted h% Kell% Morgan .Taalla
ranked learns over the weekend.
Number 12-ranked Ohio State shutout notched goal number two 27'SO into the half
the Black Bears by a count of 4-0 Saturdav on a penalty stroke.
The hall had hecn forced under the pads
in Harrisonburg.
I Maine was outshot is% a margin of 3a- ot Black Fie.ar goalie V. instel. resulting in a
4 in the contest 1 TM ainr sophomore goalie bonus stroke for MI' s Kell% Bloomer She
Mar's Lou Winstel made 29 saves in the scored and it was 2-6. JMI
.1M1 5) Katherine Clark tallied the third
contest. whine OW goalie Sue Wilson
goal of the half. smashing it in from just
stopped all foul shots she faced
OSI. also dominated UMaine on the outside of the right circle..
1'Maine's only goal of the weekend came
Penalty cornerfront.outnumbering the Black
15-4.
of
count
30:15 mark of the second half. Sophat
the
Be.ars be a
(2
Danielle
Buck
and
Cruerrlen.
Oh
omore
Michelle Gall= blasted one from the
Gina
Buckeyes.
the
who
25
for
goals
yards
out on the left side that wrapped up
Drayton had
the game's scoring.
knocked IJMaine to 0-2 on the season.
I)Maine fell to 0-3 on the season. while
On Sunda%. the UMaine squad took on
15th-ranked James Madison Ilniversity on James Madison improved to 1- 1. The Black
their home field in Harrisonburg and lost b% F;ears pla% next weekend in New York.
iNaine plays Hofstra I.)niyersity in Hempa respectable 3-1 margin.
The Black Bears were outshot la% only stead on Saturda% before travelling to Clreone shot on this cilia as the took five to etivale Sunda to face C.W. Post.
The home opener for the Black Bears is
JM1 r's six. The Black Bears led in penalt%
scheduled for September 26 versus Colgate..
corners by a margin of five to four.

•Column

A happier
place to be
Ry Chad Ft • Sports Edit°
e 7"

10-0
;1 )7
11 K111.7.1.0u)M N:
• aturda
iniversin of
lie beiac
football coach
a Fere=
walked into his team's lockeroo :rid posed
two questions to his players.
Firat, he asked. 'is anyone etra with
the w.a% we played toda%
h a single
Black Bear raised his hand
Then Fe.rentz asked a more
ergot-the
cal question, "When was the 1; rime we
were sad around here after a Ye
An educated guesser would p -Ikea sa%
1989. the last time a 'Maine foofeall squad
had a winning record That veion of the
Black Rears went 9-3 and made at iiinearana.
See COLUMN on page 22
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from page 21

in the NCAA Division I-AA Playoffs. Butthe still counts(as a
win)." Ferentz said."We'll
Big Ben has gone for OVel 100 yards in
last two seasons,the team posted ba-k-to-back
ork on somethings this week ad hopefully each of the first two games while demon3-8 MAAS, and the only victories that were linen soloe sort of roll
going."
strating ability to drag tacklers for rnicial
as to come by were moral ones.
Added smiling UMaine linebacker Fred extra yardage
The postgame quotes were always pre- Hamer. who had two sacks,"We've
been on
Meanwhile, sophomore quarterback
dictable "We hung tough for three quarters. the losing side a lot the last
couple of years. Emilie Colon appe.ais to be emerging as an
but in the end they sianp'ey outplayed us." or so it feels real gonxi to be
2-0."
all-purpose threat while show ing the will'it's hard to win when you make so many
There hay en.t been so many happy faces ingnes- to take a s icious lit in order to
nistakes." Ansv.eis like that tend to make in the Black Bear lockeroo
m in. oh. about complete a play.
for rather quiet press conferences
three sears.
Take. for instance the key play in their
But this season. s BL1 k Bears look so far
Thing are truly looking up for Black cawne-from-hehind w in against I"NH last
to be closer to the 1989 team than to the Bear football Tailback
Ben Simians. who week.
underachieying bunch that struggled through played the role of the shorty-ai
dage back
A-,Colon unloaded a pass that resulted in
the last two autumns Saturday's ivastgame (eight touchdowns)
on the'89 team is mak- 3 beautiful 38-yard completion to sophoquotes serve as proof.
ing the most of his chance to show IA hat he more flanker Steve Cates,two Wildcat line'it wasn't pretty 011 by the script. but it can do as the featured runner
man sandwiched Colon and caused him tc

wrench his knee.
But the'tough. poised kid got up and led
us in for the game winner. He's got as much
guts as anyone I've coached." High praise
indeed for such a young player_
Yeah. I know it's still early in the season
and the Black Bears have or holes. Inexperience reigns at several key positions. and the
defense has needed fiequent big plays deep in
'Mame terntory to stop opposing drives.
But it v.afn't that Ionv ago th:o the n.tt!er
team v. as making the big,game-saving plays.
leaving the Black Bears munenng "What
if "as they took another one 071 the chin.
It sure is nice to he on the winning side of
the ledger once again

inillain11111.1111,
.
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Colleg,- ar-,c1 !'ro Football

Sanders, Howard show off skills; Penn Cr rte rocks Temple
RI^
No.

.• • • '

.7!

Ar1

'That's typical Deion Sanders.' Fal- Cofer missed a 47-yard field goal in the
cons cornerback Tin-. McKyer said of the clesing moments for the 49ers.
=hack. "He rna.kes things happen. Any
Yo. Deice, try this.
The wild game featured 400-yard passrinyOrl play a game, you want your tics", ing games by Jim Kelly and Steve Young.
He. Desmoni watch this
The flash of"Neon Deion • was back players in. He plays to win,and I like to play Kelly,despite missing tight cod Keith McKfor the Atlanta Falcons. And the dash of with guys like that"
eller. was 22 of 33 for 403 yz.rds and three
Mark Ry-pien. who struggled in a 23-10 scores. Young. without Jerry Rice (sideDesmond How ard w as evident for the
first time for the Washington Redskins loss to Dalias last week,completed l 8 of 28 lined with a concussion in the first period
passes for 181 y aids and two touchdowns. was 26 of 37 for 449 yards. and also
on Sunday.
had
The defending Super Bowl champions The Washington defense shut down Atlan- three TD passes
rebounded from a poor opening game for a ta's rushing attack, with quarterback Chris
There were no punts in the game
24-17 victory ON ez the Falcons. They used a Miller leading it with 13 yards.
Elsewhere. Dallas held off the New
flea-flicker on a punt return., with How ard
Rams 14, Patriots 0
showing his Heisman Trophy form in com- York Giants 34-28: Cincinnati edged the
Inc A n?elec R2irierc
in nnerinon
pleting the wild phis
At Anaheim. Calif.. the RAMIS made a
Detroit
"It felt gear.- Howard said_'•I told the
beat Minnesota 31-17: New Or- sensational turnaround in one week. After
guys in Michigan. 'I want to sale one hack leans took Chicago 28-6: Tampa Bay rout- being blitzed 40-7 at Buffalo. they
comthis week.' I v. as hoping i could."
ed Green Bay 31-6: and Kansas City de- pletely shut down the Patriots. It was
Rams'
Sanders. the Atanta Braves center field- feated Seattle 31-7.
first wan since Oct. 13, 1991, snapping an
er moonlighting with the Falcons until the
1 1 -game slide. and their first shutout in 60
baseball playoffs. took the ensuing kickoff Bills 34, 49ers
games
31
and romped 99 yards for a touchdown. Take
Todd Ly ght intercepted two passes. the
At San Francisco. the Bills showed they second setting up a touchdow
that. Desmond.
n. Kevin
Not that Sanders wat saying anything to can win against the NFC's elite, unlike in the Greene had three of the Rams' sei
en sacks.
Howard or any one else — he docked the pact two Super Bow Is Thurman Thomas' Mike Piel and Gerald Robinson
each had
11 -yard run gas e them the lead arid Mike two.
media after the game.

Pro Fuothaii

Temple 8
At State ('&-'2e. Pan third-string guartmera. chi V• ally Richardson scored ne Ti)
and passed for another for Penn State(2-0).
Ricrac Anderson added 103 y ards and scored
twice. 0J. McDuffie caught se en passes
tor 123 yards.

No. 11 Colorado 57, Bay$or 38
Korcieil Stewart threv. three TL) passes
and completed 16 of 17 anernpts for 251
yards for Colorado (2-0 It was the "Mg
points the Bears had allowed at borne in the
21 y ears that Grant Teaff has been the
coach and matched the most ever allowed
at Waco when Texas beat Baylor 57-0 in
1914.
No. 12 Yak-bras/a 48. Middle Term.'
7
Lance Lewis and Derek Brown broke
loose on scoring runs of 42 and 44 yards in
the first two minutes after halftime. sparking Nebraska C2-0 i to a 34-point second half
at Lincoln, Net.

MF

Workstudv
Position
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
e are seeking a detail-oriented Customer Service
Representative who will have a great deal of contact with
the University community and the general public selling
performance tickets for the Hutchins Concert Hall,
Pavilion Theatre, an Hauck Auditorium, with some
genera office work.
REQUiREMENTS:
You must be a qualified WORKSTUDY STUDENT able
to
work 10-15 hours per week You rn...st have good
telephone and public contact communication skills. Prior
computer experience (on an IBM Terminal or word
processing) and typing skiUs are preferred.
To arrange an interview, please come to the Box Office
weekdays between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. or call 581-1755.

vb.

MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
7 Teiverrify
1.11■11.11=
,

7

Onwl./-7. ME f.14469

ID

DARKROOMS
Develop your ram at
The Union.
There is a $10 user fee per semester
including free chemicals and instruction.
See Andy at the Darkroom, 3rd floor of
The Union, on Mondays 1 1:30am1:30pm and Tuesdays
1 2:30pm-1:30pm.

•
•
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•Major League Baseball

Sliefiteld hits 31st homer;justice sniaclks pair for Braves

Padres 3, Reds 1

SAN DIEGO(AP)— Gary Sheffiela hit
his 31st home ,un of the season as the San
Diego Padres beat the Cincinnati Reds 3-;
a tvatfle fer second place in the NL
West.
Winner Frank Semmara (8-3) gave up
one run ma: four hits over six timings in
helping send the Reds to•Seir 12th loss in 18
pines.
Cincinnati fell 10 112 games behind Atlanta in the National League West.
The Padres trail the Braves by 11
games.
Rich Rodriguez and Jeremy Hernanaez each worked one inning before R;:.ndy
Myers got the last three outs for his 34th
save.
airiara improved to 3-0 in his last five
starts. interrupted by a two-week stay with
Tfiple-A Las Vegas after the Padres activated Greg Harris from the disabled list on
Aug. 22.
Bobby Ayala (0-1) %vas the loser.

braves 9. Astros 3
HOUSTON(AP)— Dave Justice horn&led twice and drove in four runs as the
Atlanta Braves won their eighth straight
game. beating Houston 9-3 Saturday night
for their 13th consecutive victory in the
Astrodome.
Rookie Davtd Nied (2-0) pitched three
scoreless innings of relief. Atlanta starter
John Smoltz lasted only 3 2-3 innings and

gave up three runs on seven hits.
Briar, Vs'iliiams(7-6)allowed six runs on
six hits in 5 1-3 innings.
Trailin? 3-2, Atlanta scored forr times la
dr fi`th inning. Mark Lemke w —ked,
Neid
singled and the numers advanced on a sacrifice bunt by Otis Nixon.
Terry Pendleton hit an RBI single and
Justice hit a three-run homer. Justice hit
his 17th home run in the seventh, making
it 7-3
indians

2, Whita .-iox 'I

C4ICAGO(API — Kenny Lofton singled, stole his AL-leading 54th base and
scored on a single tr, ',-olix Fermin in the
13th inning Sunday, giving the Cleveland
Indians a 2-1 victory' and a sweet) of their
three-galne series against the Chicago White
Sox.
It was the Indians' fourth straight vic-.
tory.
Lric i a.:.,i. ', -3, was the winner and
Steve Olin pitched the 13th to earn his 25th
save. Robby Thigpen (1-3) was Chicago's
third pitcher.
Jack Ivicri)eweli, seeking his 21st victory. left after nine innings. He gave up six
hits, one walk and had a season-high nine
strikeouts.
Cleveland starer Dennis Cook also
pitched well. He retired Lance Johnson on a
short fly with the bases loaded in the ninth
inninz.ana reliever Enc viiink tettred pinchhitters Tim Raines and Dan Pasqua to send
the game into extra innings.

-RAMAILE.• TIMM-LANE-

ted two passes. the
auchdown. Kevin
taMS. seven sacks.
:damson each had

Athletics 3, Mariners 1

Puckett grounded out to shortstop.
Despite breaking his string of five consec:give iii:; on tie- play. Puckett reached
the 100-RBI plateau for the second time in
his career.
Scott Enckson (12-10) won with a six hitter. He has five complete games and
three shutouts in his last 12 starts after,
going the first half of the season(17 starts)
without either He walked two and struck
out four, winning his fourth consecutive
decision.

OAKLAND,Calif (AP)— Boh Welch
and Kelly Downs held Seattle hitless until
Harold Reynolds singled with one out in the
ninth inning and the Oakland Athletics heat
the Mariners 3-1 Sunday.
()akland won its sixth straight game and
sent Seattle to its llth loss in a row. Thc
Athletics held their six-game lead •,,ver Minnesota in the AL West: they begin a threegame series at home Monday night against
the Twins.
Welch, in his first game ott the disabled Blue Jays 7, Rangers 2
list, went four innings and left after throwin 46 pitches. Downs (5-5) pitched 4 1-3
ARL1N(iTON,Te7as( AP)— .:ohn Olerinnings and left alter Reynolds lined a clean ud and Turner Ward hornered Sunday as the
single to center field.
Toronto Blue Jays spoiled Kevin Brown's
Jeff Russell fini
'el for his 20th ..e.:tory, beating the
and his fast for the A's. Erik Hanson i&rtij texas Rangers 7-2.
was the lnser.
The Blue Jays opened a fr•-e-game edge
Oakianci, ritehers were trying to corn- in thc AL East osei Baliimor, which loit to
plete the sevei •:11 c. tiabined no-hitter in Milwaukee 3-1.
inajor-le.agn‘. history.
Brown (19-9)gave up an RBI double to
Olerud in the first, then allowed Olerud's
Twins 6,Angels 2
three-run homer in the seventh.
It was Olerud's 13th home run of the
MINNEAPOLIS(Al-', — Kirby Puckett year.
dro••e in his 100th run and Shane Mack hit a
Ward's one-out homer in the eighth inleadoff homer as the Minnesota Twins heat ning was his first of the season and the
the California Angels 6-2 Sunday.
second of his career. He doubled home anMack's 15th homer came on the first other run in the ninth
pitch from Julio Valera (7-10). the fourth
Mike Timlin relieved Jimmy Key (10time this year Mack has opened a game with 13)in the seventh with the bases loadeo and
a home run.
none out and allowed only an Rift ground He also doubled in the third, moved up out to Rafael Palmeiro. Duane Ward pitched
on Jeff Reboulet- hIrr ;tr,.-! - ,r---,-.4
AO innings for his 11th save.

• DACHSTEIN • KOFLACH • D'IMMASIIII
. IISCHER • BIJZZARD • KASTLE •

Rodgers Ski & Sport
•.

6th Annual

$2 MILLION SKI & CLOTHING BLOWOUT SALE
Bangor r. Jditorium at Bass Park—Sept. 17-20
Thurs. 6prn-9pm • Fri. & Sat. 9am-8pm • Sun. 10am-4pm
All Raichle Ski Boots
Lange TSH Heated Boots
-Country
Skis
Assorted
Cross
Rag $425
Reg. $425
Valued to $150
$99

NOW

NOW $29
Assorted Schneider Ski Clothing

- UP TO 60%OFF

at

Kids Package:
180.
Authler Ski
120
Marker M-18
35.
Po!e
35
MT & Test
$370. value

ter
uction.
)or of

—,M
r
.
-11
11g
,s1IN

3-Piece Component Jacket
$160 Value

NOW

109

CZ

And Boots

AT $49
Kids Bind:r •

STARTING AT $39

Tyrolla 570 DD Binding
Reg. $185

20-60% OFF LIST

Over 2000 Jackets &
Pants

5O tó80% OFF

NOW $89
Adult Intermediate Package:
Fischer Kelvar Ski
295
Marker M-24
150
35
Pole
35.
MT & Test
$515. value

NOW $199

Cross-Country Package
Kastle Ski
125.
Tyrolia 504 Boot
100.
Tyrolia Binding
25.
Pole
20.
MT & Test
10
$4.05. value

.NOW-042,9

Plus Dolomite 373 BOOTS
Reg. $165

Adult Schneider Racing
Pants
Valued to $400

Total package NOW
ONLY$289

NOW $109

• Buy any 92/93 racing ski at
full list and get a marker M 48

FREE

• Certified Technicians
will be on hand to
mount your equipment.
•

ATMESE PRICES YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO SHOP THE RODGERS' SKI & SPORT SALE, SEPT 17-20. 71
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Football wins again
second of the season, capped a :4-pia>

from page 21
1 couldn't get the offense to execute. and it
r•

onds off the clock.
The key play on the drive was a 14- yard
dump pass from quarterback Emilio Colon
i13-for-25, 124 yards passing)to fullback Ras
Baur on third-and-six at the Kutztown 15. Baur
plowed his way to the one-yard line to set up
Sinnans scoring run two plays later.
Kutztown tried to answer Luu,k with a

But Clolden i3ears Coach Barry Fetterman
ttxxight the lack offense by his squad we'• due a)
the hard-hitting Black Bear ciefense
-They took enough away from us so that
we couldn't execute properly Their passrush simply overpowered our line, and I
thought 35 (IiIviaine•s Fred Harriet) did a
hell of a Job It seemed like he was in ow

"They tested as mentally, to see if we could handle
playing a less important game after a big win."
---Jemal Murph, UMaine linebacker
iMIMIil••••••••••

score of their own,but a 47-yard touchdown
throw from quarterback Andy Bieault to
flanker William James was called back beFt the Golden Bears h6i an illegal receiy
downfield.
Still, Breault was impressive at the controls of the high-flying Kutztown offense,
'
But the senior Division II All-America candidate didn't throw a touchdown pass for the
first time in 21 games Breault was also
sacked six times by an overpowering Black
Bear pass rush.
"1 didn't think I played -well,"Breauh said.
"I threw the two interceptions (to L'Maine's
Jernal Murph and Bill Curry)arid made a few
mistakes that cost us some potentially big
plays. I thought our defense played well, but

backfield all da
Harrier attributed las bright performance
to the calls Black Bear defensive coordinator
Chuck Bresnahan was making.
"It seemed every call he mack pui the ball
right in front of me," Hamer Laid. "It's easy
to make the plays that way."
emal Mupzm,whu
had a huge day with an interception(which he
returned 45 yards due to some flashy moves
he saved from his days as a tailback) and 11
tackles ;10 solo). put the game into perspective for the team.
"They tested us mentally, to sec if we
could handle playing a less important game
afte; a big win.
passed the test, and now
it's time to think about next week (against
Northeastern)."

UMaine lineman Corey Pa,-ker in Saturcay's game.(Kiesow photo.)

Maine ,am us classifieds
help wanted

wr

Business Manager for Prism
Yearbook Gain valuable experience, while earning S. Cali Mike
Billings 581-1783.
Photo-Journalist for Prism Yearbook. Gain valuable experience,
while earning S. Call Mike Billings
581-1783.
Wanted: Responsible persons to
become phonathon associates.
Excellent pay, on campus,
telemarketing experience helpful,
not necessary will train right
individuals. Workstudy and nonworkstudy positions. Apply now at
Crossland Alumni Center.
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also available Call Coiled (514)861-3335.
Blues-Rock Band seeking bassist $
soon serious inquiries only 827-0510
EMERGENCY! Expanding company
needs hardworking reliable students
to mail our diet brochures from
home/Dorm. Earn up to $200 PT or
$1,000 FT. Employees Needed
Immediately! For job application
send Self-addressed stamped
envelope. Colossal Marketing,
Employee Processing, PO Box
291140 Port Orange, FL 32129.

Campus Reps Wanted Heatwave
Vacations Spring Break 1993 The
best rates and the biggest commissions for more information, call
800-395-WAVE.
$22.17/hr Professional company
seeks students to sel! popular college
"party" T-shirts (includes tyedyes'i.
Choose from 12 designs. 1991-92
average $22 17/hr. Saies over twice
average first month. Orders shipped
next day Work on consignment w/no
financial obligation or purchase for
$5.95-up(Visa/MC accepted). Cali free
anytime 1-800-733-3265.
Spring Break '93- Sell trips, earn
cash & go free!!! Student Travel
services is now hiring campus
representatives. Ski Packages also
available Call 1 800-648-4849
lost &

found

FOUND: ,tiv.f ri; r,; I./ -x x x- Mon. at
Hdttop Market. Stop by or call 5814301.
FOUND: gray long haired cat
found near Hart Hall call 866-0314.
FOUND: Black and white kitten
behind Pi Phi. Call 866-0314.
LOST: One gold earring Fri. 9/4 on
campus $40 reward if found. Call
x3953, please leave a message
FOUND: Single GM car key, found
between the library and the Union.
Stop by The Maine Campus.

the basement. /Lora Ha11
).()tit• eliissi ice,/qd

,.

• miscellaneous

iSpring Term in Canada A few
talented, organized undergrads
invited to complete applications for
Canadian universities i.e. McGill,
Laval, by OCT.1. Contact Gail Yvon,
Canadian-American Center. 1-4225.
LSAT-GMAl-MCAT-GRE
KAPLAN
The answer to tne test question
1-800-KAP-TEST
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience, replace zippers, hemming,
etc, Will pick up + deliver. Call
JeaniiF 827-5115.
SCHOLARSHIPS-Every studer,t
eligible Student Scholarship
Services, 1323 S. State Rd 7 #424,
N. Laud, FL 33068
Research Information largest
library of information in US :9,278
topics-all subjects. Order catalog
today with Visa/Mr: or COO call
800-351 0222 or rush $7.00 to:
Research Information, :1322
Idaho Ave. #206A, Los Angeles,
CA 90025.
82 VW Rabbit 108K miles new
tires, battery and alternator $1200
or BO call 827-8790 leave message
Looking for a semi-mellow
roomate 1 or 2 semesters. Two
miles from campus, call 8274944

Complete Workout avail. start
Oct. step aerobics 1st wk. free.
Fxper. instructor 15/mo. Catching
Rays 827-2455.
Catching Rays Old Town 8272456 1 mo unlim. tan $35/12
tans $30 1 mo. unlim. tan &
fitness $45.
There will be a brief American
Marketing Association mtng held
Sept. 15 at 5 pm at the Memorial
Union in the Sutton Lounge. All
majors welcome!

apartments
ORONO '..irri;',•,,,,.; , ;,f,itourT, i,i,p,
storage Main Rd. $300/mo plus
heat. Sec/Dep. References. Call
866-5518.
Are you a student looking to
save money on housing? We are
motivated sellers of a 1978 12x60
trailer in an Old Town Park. Asking
$12,600-with many incentives.
You could own for $300/mth. Call
eves. 782-3695.
For Rent 2 bedroom apt. (1st
floor of duplex) 3 miles from
campus $450/month for 9 months
or $400 for 12 months. Call eves.
866 3248 or 866-2518.
Room, use of kitch, wash/dry, by
UM bike path, grad stud preferred
$50/wk call 827-4760 after 6 pm.

